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for me telling him what to do
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Mary Barham in a neat beige suit at the door of the Baptist church my former
corn. Just too much Government. showers, the flowers will always with taladan roses—As Rebecca looking like an official host. Jer- who will soon bellin the sub-deb where. There too,
In Home Furni.'
Training
was
Jean
You remember when Wallace come out on all the ladies, the Tucker was speeding down Lake ry Strong and his two handsome group. Judy Browning, that af- Trinca with a beautiful swagger meeting framing, i-ssiging, and
had us plow the little pigs under? small fry and the men on that Street in her car, I got a glimpse youngsters, Dickie and
in
all
dressed
fable
up
little
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Barry,
Spring coat and a heavenly pur- grouping pictures -•-• s the subWell he didn't make a hit with glorious day of all days—Easter rot red flowers and navy blue. Dr. were proudly listening to the one white, Millie
McDade in blue, ple-throated orchid, a gift from ject of the last in ries; of six
the farmers and didn't get to be Sunday.
and Mrs. D. L. Jones were riding they love best — Viola—as she Ann Fall in green and gold, Pat- her adn-pripg "Doc." Marian Max- Home Furnishing "2,--ing meetAfter arising'early to greet the around all dressed for church and sang thioTo part to that beauti- SY-Gteengrass in -blue and Site field, home
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stunning ful anthem
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easily
have Lovelady, Home
-get it out of their silly beans that ter considerable rusing around. I pink hat and a corsage of pink choir. Howard Shaw and his nice complete with a poke-bonnet.
the. l'-iversity of
been on duty as a model for Marthat they are smarter than all of donned my old black stand-by. roses. Florence and Frank Bead- family, came out of the Baptist
Further down the walk Monira shal Field with an ultra-elegant Kentucky.
those who haven't got their nose Neither the age nor the ever pre- les were strolling toward
the church complete with
baby's Homra was stunning a tan suit blue suit "topped off" with a diThe meeting was held in Hicksent lint on the suit seemed to Christian Church—they probably hobby horse (or maybe it was a with orchids and kolinskys — vine chapeau that
in the political trough."
looked like man Homemakers Club Room on
the had walked from hone as there baby rocker).
"Come back soon again, son, matter after I had pinned
Beverly Slough (with her usual fluffy cotton candy that one sees Apnl 5. There were 23 leaders
when you can rest a bit and tell lovely roses on the-lapel. With a was positively no parking space
Another personality-plus East- Smile) was so pretty in navy blue the young 'uns grappling with on from the 12 clubs present.
me about that apartment building heart that was light and gay, and muc4.nearer to their church than er swank was Ruth Calliham's —Mignon Boaz was dressed in a the Mid-way.
I Mrs. Claude Middleton had a
you are building in Water Val- a step (Oh, my census feet) I Third. street Yvonne Moore, all mother, Mrs. Thayer in a blue black and white pin-checked suit
As many ministers
probably group of walnut frames made in
ley". "I must go out to see what went down toward "church cen- dressed in red was walking up and toast suit with a very be- and a black hat with large pink remarked at
sermon time last Hickman that she had finished is
my yearlin colt is doing. He is ter" to view the Easter Parade. the Church of Christ steps, to coming, large
wax for the Gould Bird Prints.
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wonder where
more skittish than Bill Browning It was truly an Easter Parade— hear an Easter Sermon.
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Mrs. Leonard Shutt framed one(that pale blue wore an orchid. Judy
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The male leads for the day thoughtful
is at sixty-four."
young
lady) was Brady (our friend 38-2, the cen- in the world all those people, of the Hudson River Scenes is
preview of flowers were carried by Joe Pigue (get- meeting her mother whom she sus taker) sat in her car
—Bill of HARRIS FORK.
and and all those flowers came from. an old frame she had finished in
My first
came in the form of a huge pot- ting taller and more handsome had remembered with a corsage looked lengingly at the throngs But then, all in all where could gold paint and antique
which each day. Theodore Kramer and of red carnations—Doris Wiley, pouring out of the Baptist Church
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Baird of ted Madonna lily with
Mrs. Pant Choate. Mrs. J C.
one find zi more beautiful pagMemphis were Easter guests of Jimmie Sisson was having much Van Latta with their two little who has a knack for always locat- thinking how they would fill a
Lawson, and Mrs. Claude Middleeant
of
color
and
flowers
and
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hor- trouble protecting while driving girls, Rita and Nancy looking like ing just right was dressed in
ton acted as a committee for geta P-1 schedule.
St.
Jeep. Wonder who the lucky re- two Cinderellas going to the ball. black suit with a green hat.
Edwards- Catholic happiness than right here in Ful- ting the club monist ready for the
At
ton Baird and Mrs. Edna Earle
Bridegroom David
cipient was?
Laverne Vgrden. Nelle Exum, Church the front pew was trans- ton on- Easter Sunday morning. meeting.
Hamra and
McCollum.
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young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, APRIL 14, 1950

No Horse 'N Buggy,
But Old Doc's Here1750,

Two hundred years ago, on April 13,
Dr. Thomas Walker, a pioneering Virginian
\yip a small group of settlers, less than five,
settled their stakes in a wild, new country,
which is today called Kentucky. Dr. Walker
v,:as a noted surgeon in his day, with all the
noble characteristics that epitomizes the medical profession of today. With his loyal band
of followers Dr. Walker erected the first log
cabin in the State, nay, the first home in the
barren, yet fertile region of our State, hewing
the logs with bare hands from the staunch
timber, Which abounded in the territory. He
settled in Knox County.
It was only fitting then that in 1935 Kentucky adopted a plan to set aside a day in the
year to honor her physicians for their humaniThis year,
tarian work through the years.
when Kentucky celebrates its two hundredth
anniversary, it is only fitting that every living Kentuckian pause to commemorate not
only the founding of this great State, but to review for a moment the outstanding strides
made by our doctors in Fulton County . . . .

...

with the same respect to the living as to the
dead.
The Women's Auxiliary to the FultonHickman Counties Medical Society remembered its members by sending floral tokens
to every member of the society. On April 13,
if you saw your favorite doctor with a boutonniere in his lapel, you know that it was a gift
from the Women-folk. We hope that you remembered to ask why they wore the proud
corsage honor and that you added your bit
of gratitude for their efforts.
Somehow "Old Dec' is often a forgotten
man. Most of us think nothing of picking up
the phone when baby's tummy-aches in the
middle of the night and asking why the wails.
But how many of us stop to consider the inconveniences they must endure because of
our seeming inconsideration sometimes.
Its hard to picture today's efficient, busy
medico_ in the role of the "country doctor,"
but we know that their hardships are the
It
same and their responsibilities greater.
would do for many of us to work much harder to preserve that picture and those same
ideals that prompted Dr. Walker to blaze the
trail to practice medicine in Kentucky.
Remember too, during this week the Ful- •
ton County doctors who have gone to their
reward since April 13, 1935, but who have left',
a heritage and their footprints in the sands
research and endeavor. They are: Doctors C.
W. Curlin, Horace L'uten, Seldon Cohn, M. W.
Haws, George Crafton, R. T. Rudd and R. L.
Bushart.
Fulton Doctors are: Drs. J. C. Hancock,
D. L. Jones, Rusgell Rudd, J. A. Poe, P. J.
Trinca,
William H. Sewell, R. W. Bushart,
Glynn F. Bushart,
Hickman: Drs. J. C. Morrison, John Samuels,.F. M. C. Usher, retired, J. T. Baker.
Clinton: Drs. V. A. Jackson, H. E. Titsworth, J. C. Appleton, Dr. Thomas Egbert, retired.
retired.
Oakton: Dr. Elsey W. Howell,
Crutchfield: Dr. W. D. Henry, retired.

Concert Leaders
Deserve Praise
Fulton's Community Concert Association
completed its annual membership_drive last
week, with nearly 100 members short of last
year's membership. The decrease in _membership is no indication,.however, that there is
any less interest in the association or that the
artists. this year will be inferior to the ones
we had the privilege of hearing this past season. To the contrary, we think that next year's
enjoyable
presentations will be far more
than last year. There will be three concerts'
again next season.
r the magnificent work done this year
Fulton is indebted to Mrs. Parks Weaks and
her loyal workers who sold memberships, as
well ; s those who .worked with her at headquarters. Many long hours were put in by
Mrs. Paul Hornbeak, Mrs. William McDade

and headquarters secretary John Austin. to.
Mrs. David Sundwick again go the thanks of
this community for her efftrts in the original
Drganization of the Community Concert Ser-

t
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-RUGS

"
ie4.-We arellooking fowraid with interest to
next year's concert, and to the ones that follow for many years to come.
Community Concerts are here to stay and
we are mighty proud of the accomplishment.

Study of County
Taxes is Needed
If you pay more taxes on your property
than does your neighbor, then you are being
treated unjustly—you are carrying more than
your share of the load!
With property taxes rising, the need for
equalization of assessments for local taxes on
property becomes more imperative. That they
are rising is shown by the fact-that the annual
tax rate in Kentucky in 1939 was $1.47 and
in 1949 it was $2.12.
Roughly, 65 million dollars in property
taxes is collected in the state each year. Of
to
this the tax on farm property amounts
about 15 million dollars now-10 years ago it
was eight million.'
How widely assessment values vary is
shown by an examination made by Department of Revenue of 10,000 farm sales. In these
the sale pricfOn comparison with the assessed
value ranged all the way from 0 percent to
150 percent. Officials of the State Revenue
Department declare that there are many parcels of land in the state that are not on the tax
books at all.
For these and many other reasons, the
enabling law providing for the equalization of
'assessments, passed by the 1949 General Assembly, is of pretty vital interest to you.
Probably one of the most important features is that it makes the tax commissioner's
job one requiring skill and technical ability,
rather than a "side line." From now on the
commissioner is required to engage in official
duties at least five days of each week and
keep scheduled office hours.
Requiring the listing of tax exempt prois
perty with the county tax commissioner
another important feature. Previcaisly there
has been no record at all of the amount of tax
exempt property, or in whose hands it was.
And in developing standards of assessments
is no doubt one of its most important features.
The Jaw proWdes for the Department of Rove-.
flue employih a small staff of skilled personnel to help county tax commissioners develop
their local standards for assessments. This
assistance is given only on request from the
county.
and
simplified
The tax calendar was
shortened in the law, so that assessment and
collection all occur in a 12-month period. It
makes taxes payable on Sept. 15 of the same
property was assessed,
year in which the
with a two percent discount for payment before Nov. I. Final payment date without penalty is Dec. 31 each year.
Doing the above has made it possible for
cities to accept County assessments. This, in
turn, opens the door to some reduction in the
cost of government.
The law also:provide-. that school districts
must show they are making a reasonable effort to help themselves and that there must
be need for Outside help before they can share
in school 'equalization funds. It further provides that there shall be a gradual reduction
in the amount of school equalization aid to
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institutions and merely keeping
them there, securely locked up—
mare or less safe from themselves
and from the rest of us—without
giving them a doctor's treatment
for their mental illness.
nation as a
The sooner our
that we can cut
whole realize
a whole lot of expense off our
prison and mental hospital bill
by treating those with mental illness instead of confining them—
the sooner We learn that a good
many people can be rehabilitated
dependable,
qan become good,
tax-paying - members of society
cost
burdens who
instead of
other taxpayers money, the better off we will be.
to
Each of us has a lesson
learn—and a stake in the results.
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"I'm

sorry, Madam, that's our floor!"

From The Fitles:

SPRINGTIME

Tivt•siolf Bach The eiach

IS PLAYTIME

April 7,, 1925:
(Headlines): "Aprl 20 to 27 is
Hospital Week in Fulton". Don't
be a slacker! Buy some stock in
Fulton's hospital".

before any action is taken.

April 18, 1930:
Hoodooed
The cast of "The
school
Coon" at Beelerton high
includes the followauditorium
Charles H. Moore, Hickman,an-. ing:
Misery Moon, a hoodooed coon;
nounced for County tax commissioner this week . . . Bob White, Macon Shelton.
millionaire:
Gideon Blair, a
roundhouse foreman at Centralia,
visited in Fulton last Monday . . . James Bolin.
Tom Rissle, slick as a whistle:
the bright little son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. S. Townsend has a well- Warren Bard.
Hiram Tutt, an awful nut: Robdeveloped case of the mumps .
the contract with South Fulton ert Foy.
Patrick Keller, a ticket-seller:
for fire protection service was renewed by 'the City council this' Robert Polsgrove.
Slade, a poor old
Samantha
week.
maid: Hazel Bostick.
Reese, his charming
Rosebud
Jim Bennett, colored, shot and
killed his wife Nettie and T. H. neice: Sarah Ennna Best.
Paula Mailick, and Bolshevick:
Barron in South Fulton Saturday
night. ,Barron's "murderous car- Myra Mai Kirby.
Lulu Pearl, a ragtime girl
resulted in an
eer" alledgedly
Mildred Cook.
poolroom
death in a
eatlier
brawl.
The Fulton County Board of
announced ,ippointMr. and Mrs. Leslie Weaks are education
ment or
re-appointment of the
the proud parents of a son, born
following teachers at its meeting
Saturday night.
this week:
(Clyde
Jordan:
..assiter.
(Route 1:) ddel Sills and Miss
Covela Robey were married last (Prin.); Marian Wriaht Winner
Cruce,
Evelyn
Bondurant.
Saturday
evening. She is the
Cayce: L. A. Rains. (Prin.)
pretty daughter of Ike Robey
Mary Jo McNeill,
Cecil Cruce.
(Dukedom): W. E. Dever had a
Mrs. Wilkins, Christine
Jones,
sale, and is preparing to move to
Missouri: Rice Mayo has
pur- Mrs. Rains.
Crutchfield: L.
A. Cheri
chased a new Ford roadster.
(Prin.);
Mrs. J. C. Suggs Jr.,
Jeffress and
New models in
Chevrolet for John Byrd, Julia
•
1925, now being shown by Earle Minnie Cherry.
LaVerne Browder,
Palestine:
& Taylor at their City Garage,
Miss Bard; Lodges.
include the followng: Roadster, McFadden:
$525; touring, $525; coupe, 715; ton: Jessie Lee Wade.
sedan, $825 and
coach, $735.
Nine and a half miles of conPrices are FOB Flint, Mich. Models are available
either with crete streets have been laid in
2 years, the
/
balloon tires and disc or special Fulton in the past 21
program amounting to approxiartillery wheels.
mately $51,000. Of this sum $16,The city council discussed the 000 was paid in cash and the repaving of Lake street but plans mainder signed by the property
to consult with property owners own(••

Spring weather means more clothing changes
for the kiddies. Let us launder their wearables
- - - our modern methods and equipment get
them cleaner!

Phone 14

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
—PHONE 14—

LAUNDRY.S.E:fiViCE
It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

SPECIAL
3-DAYS ONLY!
GUARANTEED
FOR 2 YEARS
914141
1
°

.14

Dick Oberlin:

Where does the
Sex crimes.
trouble lie?
in
_During the recent meeting
Louisville of the Kentucky State
Bar Association, the question was
raised at a panel discussion on
Acting as
criminal procedure.
was
session
moderator of the
a specified time. The board must hold public
William J. Wise, Commonwealth's
hearings on all such appeals. If the taxpayer
Attorney of Campbell County,
is still not satisfied, he can appeal in writing
were
and others participating
Judge James W. Cammack of the
to the Kentucky State Tax Commission for a
State Court of Appeals: James
hearing in the county where the property is
Park, Commonwealth's Attorney
taxthe
located. Failing to be satisfied here,
William
of Fayette County and
attorHeidenberg, a Louisville
payer still has recourse to the courts.
ney.
These lawyers agreed that our
present laws are inadequate for
The happiness of love is in action; its test
controlling sex-crimes, they sugis what one is willing to do for others—Lew_ _ gested thata study be made and
recommendations be forthcoming
Wallace.
from the study. .
himself anModerator Wise
nounced that he would introduce
are finally
The standard by which all
a resolution asking the bar assojudged is not wealth, education or fame but
ciation to study the advisability
service.—Charles L. H. Wagner.
of offering new legislation to deal
with sex crimes.
One gentleman present at the
Spafford
Dr.
discussion was
If you love and serve man, you cannot, by
Ackerly, no lawyer, but a psyhiding or stratagem, escape the remuneration.
intellects
legal
chiatrist. The
—Emerson.
listened, though, listened intently as Dr. Ackerly told them that
punishment is not the answer to
Is it worth while that
sex crimnals, that confinement
we jostle a brother
will not alone solve the problem.
There was a time, not many
Bearing his load on the
weeks ago, when everybody in
rough road of life?
the country seemed to have lost
—Joaquin Miller
his or her head about sex-crimes.

districts which fail to meet local tax effort
requirements.
Still another important feature is the provigion for streamlining methods of appeal pro.
cedure. Any unsatisfied taxpayer may appeal
in writing to the local board of supervisors at

only punishment, as Dr. Ackerly
pointed ou,t, is not enough. These
must be treatment of their mental illness while they are behind
bars.
Then, maybe we can take the
next step, which is treatment of
most criminals for what they are.
What they are—most criminals,
that is—are men and women who
are mentally ill.
It doesn't do us any good to
send persons to jail for one year,
then turn
or five or ten, and
bethem loose on society again
cause they have served an alloted number of days in jail and bethemselves reasonably
haved
well while they paid their debt to
society.'
This doesn't do any moregood
than confining people to mental

644e4oalio#14
And, tbere was some justification for this, since in a short period of time, a number of violent
national
sex-crimes were top
It is doubtful, however ahai
any more sex-crimec were committed during the period; they
just received more attention. One
of the sorry things about a crime
of this type is that so often it is
covered up.
Now, not long ago, newspapers
radio-stations in a number
and
agreed not to
of communities
use the mmes of victims of sexcrimes except in cases of murder,
of course, in hopes that more
such crimes would be reported to
police if tile victims, knew they
would be protected from unpleasant publicity.
That's a step forward. Just as
public recognition that this is a
problem of mental health just as
much or more—than it is a question of crimes is necessary to an
intelligent approach to the solution.
Sex criminals are a menace,
yes. But that's the penalty we
pay, one of many penalties for
our highly-complex civilization.
One thing which will, in itself,
help is better education and public recognition that such problems exist, plus fearless public
discussion of them.
There should be no pampering
punishof sex-criminals; their
ment should be swift and sure.
But we should recognize also that
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Vitae An FREE
Home Demonstration
MA21
STATE VACUUM STORES
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HOMEMAKERS PLAN
MEETING APRIL 16
important
One of the most
dates of the year is being notated
HomeDistrict
by Purchase
makers when they circle April
28, as the date for the annual
meeting to be held here at the
Methodist Church.
Ourselves and
"Living With
theme for the
Others," is the
17th annual
meeting'at which
Miss Alice Word will tell of her
experiepee while living in Denmark as a 4-H Club exchange
student.
Mrs. Evelyn Duvall and Mrs.
W. K. Morris, State President of
Kentucky Homemakers will also
appear on the program, as will
Miss Myrtle Weldon, State Supervisor of home demonstration
agents.
About 400
members are expected to attend tin meeting.
•

FIELDS SERVICE STA.
Across the street from the factory
Telephone 9163

Fulton

—Your Business Appreciated—
CLYDE FIELDS, Mgr.
wwe

ANI.
•

from the Bible:
the following
ROCK SPRINGS
man's offence
"For if by one
Nettle Lee Copelen
death reigned by one; much more
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd were
The spring concert series of the Janet skipped along happily,
At a special football banquet they which receive abudance of
Orchestra Beneath a sky ot azure blue;
Unfon City
String
sponsored by the Fulton Lion's grace and of the gift of righteous- Thursday afternoon visitors of
world Little cream-puff clouds,
which will feature the
South ness shall reign in life by one, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch and
Club the Red Devils ,of
too.
Jesus Christ." (Rom. 5:17)
family.
of
Bulldogs
famous Baron Knoop Stradivari Seemed to lend enchantment,
FulFulton and the
Miss
Moore and
Mrs. Nina
violin, one of the nation's musiton, were special guests of honor.
Ina Bellew spent Saturday aftercal treasurers, will begin with In her hands she clasped,
The dinner was held at Carr Intwo performances in Unio,n City A gift egg, so white;
noon with Mrs. Nora Copelen and
stitute.
at 3:15 Sunday afternoon, April Her heart sang with beauty,
Jerry Forrest, one of the shinfamily.
113 and at 815 Monday evening,
ing lights of the Bulldog squad
visited
As her world seemed so bright.
Miss Rachel Hardison
April 17.
was named "captain for the 1949Mrs. Bertha McLeod, Fulton her mother, Mrs. May Hardison
Roman Prydatkevytch, head of
50 season. A South Fulton player, county
demonstration
home
the violin department of Murray At the shop window, she paused, Bob Vowell was pointed out as agent, today announced the April Wednesday.most
scoring the
State college, concert artist and With blue eyes aglow;
the player
Several from this community
homemeetings of the county
Captain
composer, will appear as soloit There stood the tiny manikin,
Easter egg hunt
points, with Red Devil
attended the
makers clubs as follows:
performance
Sunday
•
for the
Hubert Eudy, second.
given at Crutchfield school Fritoe.
to
head
with
from
dainty
Crutchfield
So
—
18
April
concerplaying the Mendelssohn
teams made
ches of both
day afternoon.
Mrs. Henry Sams at 10 a. m.
the
to on the famed Stradivari.
spent
reports of their activities.
June Henderson
m.
a.
10
at
—
19
Hickman
talented Many tImes she had stopped,
April
Mrs. DoR Gardner,
Harry Sparks, member of the
weekend with Martha Kay CopeUnion City violinist, will be so- When'ere she passed this way;
Murray State College was prin- at the club room.
len.
spent Salerloist for the Monday concert uscipal speaker for the evening.
Joyce Hardison
April 19 — Fulton at 10 a. m.
wish.
would
she
ing the Stradivari for her per- Always
day with Beverly Elliott.
at YMBC.
Travis Berry
formance of the Max Bruch Con- The red shoes for Easter Day.
Mr. and Mrs.
April 20 — Montgomery with
certo.
Mrs. Paul Hornsby at 10:30 a. m. were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
But mother was quite alone,
Mrs Hub Beard.
April 20 — Victory with Mrs.
In the cares of her little ones;
VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
m.
.
a
10
at
S.
.
T
Wade
Janet being the eldest,
TO HAVE MEETING ON
son spent Sunday with Mr. and
April 21 — Palestine at 10:50 Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and famJustin Aitebery, popular clerk
Knew she could not raise the sum
THURSDAY, APRIL 20
Circiut at the club house.
County
of the Fulton
ily.
The Victory Homemakers Club So, she sighed wistfully.
honorary
Court was named an
April 24 — 4-H Club Rally at Rev. Blackburn of near Dresden
will meet Thursday. April 20 at With a last departing wish;
member of the Future Farmers of Hickman at 9 o'clock and Cayce and Luther Veatch were Sunday
10 o'clock in the home of Mrs. T. She slipped thru the door,
Parent at 12:30.
America at the annual
afternoon visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
S. Wade with Mrs. Roy Carver To claini tier Easter gift.
and Son banquet held recently.
April 25 — 4-H Club Rally at Bob Veatch and family.
as Co-hostess.
Mr. Attebery is one of the few Kentucky
and
Bend 9 a. m.
It is necessary-that every mem- Little did she know,
Fulton Countians so honored by Western at 12:30.
ber be present as this is the most The owner knew her well;
this group.
April 2 6-, District meeting at
important meeting of the year. For days he had noticed- Janet,
At the highly.successful annual
Miss Ann Thompson was Clinton at 9:30.
spelt:.
affair,
Under the manikin's
April 27 — Sylvan Shade at
The principal
crowned queen.
speakers were Gerald Dunnaway, the Community House at 10:30.
With a murmer to himself, April 28 — Cayce with Mrs. L.
State FFA president, and A. G.
As he smiled into Janet's eyes;
Capps, teacher of vocational agri- Y. Shuck at 10:30.
He bade the clerk to fit her,
I—
culture at Martin.
In the manikin's Easter styles.

Union City Orchestra
To Appear April 15-16

Qiii eff

Dr. and and Mrs. Ben P. Evans
and children of Water
Valley,
Miss., have returned home after a
visit with his parents, Mr: and
Eddings
Evans on
Mrs. Ben

Forrest, Vowell Get
Honors Al Banquet

street.
Miss Miriam and Lloyd Gryn- es,
students of Murray College, v,nt
Raster with their mother. Mrs
qrymes on Eddings
Eldridge
Street.

HDA AGENT GIVES
APRIL SCHEDULE

*l
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USED PARTS
USED CARS
General Mc/ors and
Body Repair Work

ATTEBERY IS NAMED
HONORARY FARMER

WILSON'S GARAGE
Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
PHONES: 1655, 1528
'01111MMIMMO11191FIN

METAL nrfilni

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
From the top of her tiny bonnet,
To the tip of the bright red shoes;
is
"Doctrine of Attonemenr
She felt like a fairy Princess,
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon
For her wish had come true.
which will be read in all Christian Science churches throughout
As she scampered home,
the world on Sunday, April 16,
To tell mother of her luck find:
1950.
The sun seemed brighter still:
The Golden Text is. "If any
Thru the red shoes sparkling
advocate
man sin, we have an
Shine.
with the Father; Jesus Christ the
righteous." (I John 2:1)
Sunday. the shop owner stood,
which
citations
Among the
Before a tiny mound:
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
There he placed a wreath,
And the gift egg Janet found.

tt:-•
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PURE
MILK CO.

citack-APASTEURIZED
HOMOGENIZED

PERMANENT; won't rust,
won't corrode.
* For any home or business

Dr. H. W.Connaughton

s

instaosuon; win

doors, porches, etc

Veterinary Service
Phone 807-R
or Call 70

ANY COLOR desired.

For Prompt Service Phone 502

Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Fulton, Ky.

Olive Street

a

{Calf Pints find
The best way yet
To feed their
Little feline pet.

* Custom made t oyour size

.1.0111
1

In HET,TY J T AYL OR, ABC Ne,ork, every

Moodoy

evening.

Ile had a fleeting vision,
Of meadows bright _and fair;
A golden haired child,
Who waited for him there.

PURE MILK Ca

In his heart the loneliness,'
Seemed to drift away;
As the lovely Easter music ,
Added sweetness for the day.

SERVICE AND (DUALITY
PHONE 813.1

Emma L. Roberson
Route Four, Fulton

house..

the
Inside und o utside
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Look how you save
with PriONie
ii-71its-r thing you notice,ofcourse,

Only Pittsbufgh Offers You the
Exclusive Benefits Resulting
from the Use of special
"Vitolized Oils"!

t‘
i

You'll find the complete line of Pittsfor
burgh Paints in our store--a finish
your
every purpose, all priced to fit
pocketbook. There's real economy in
beusing only the highest quality paints
better
longer—look
wear
will
they
cause
—really enhance the value of your property Today Pittsburgh Paints, in mam
respects. are better than ever before.

(

is the bother and effort Dynaflow Drive* saves.

You may well discover another
pleasant surprise, too.

Next, that Dynaflow saves you
physically—after long trips you're
less tense and tired, more relaxed.

We are getting a steadily mounting
number of well-satisfied letters
about gasoline mileage with Dynaflow cars.
The SPECIAL has shown some records little short of phenomenal.The
SUPER is delivering mileage that
compares most favorably with gearshift cars. And the HOADMASTER
more than holds its own with cars
of its size and bulk.

But then, as the miles pile up—and
this comes from cold, recorded fact
after Dynaflow's two years of public operation—you spot savings you
hadn't expected ...
S.
fou,save on tires—because power
application is steady, even. On
dutch expense—the usual friction
clutch is gone.
You save on transmission mainte'Ince, and the rear-axle expenses
ikely to go with it. And the way
your engine is oil-cushioned against
normal shocks and strains shows
up in less engine upkeep.

Point
hig1)-AUality Pittsbur gh
Iherci.s_ck
home need!
lor eqery

•Standard on ROADMASTER.
toed on SUPER and SPECIAL

aptiossal at extra

asestolo.

SUN.PROOF—
exterior Paint
Primer seals
01Is
thoroughly — Finishing
cost stays live, tough

WAUNIDE —

FlORHIDE—

Wonder-working oil
base paint--covers any

Tha Floor Paint that
withstands heavy foot

surface—uniform rich
sheen costing--can be
washed repeatedly.

and elastic.
'-••

FIFE

'

traffic—use it on floors
and steps of wood,
cement, metal or worn
linoleum.

COMPRESSION Fireball ralve-in-head power in
thre• en weer.(New F.263 engin• in SUPER models.)
• NEW-PATTERN STYLING, with MULTI-GUARD
loiefront, taper-through fenders, "double bubble"
•
taillights
WIDE-ANGLE VISIBILITY, dose up
rood new both forward and back • TRAFFICHANDY SIZE, less over-all length for easier parking and garaging, short turning radius • EXTRA.
WIDE SEATS cradled between the axles • SOFT
BUICK RIDE, from all-coil springing, Safety-Ride
rims, low pressure tires, ride-steadying torque-tob•
• WIDE ARRAY Of MODELS with Body by Fisher

Matchless Team
— DYNAFLOW
and F-263

In short, there's a lot more to
please your budget in the 1950
Dynaflow than its new lower price.
Refinements over the past two
years result in savings that are sizable over the life of the car.

In the Buick beauty pictured
here you can have both
Dynaflow and Buick's very
latest in power. For every
1950 SUPER has the F-263 engine, that lively highcompression stepper that's the hig power thrill of
the season. Dynoflow Drive is optional equipin•nt

Knowing that, don't you want us to
demonstrate the big side of Dynaflow — the utter smoothness of
Anierica's first oil-does-it-all drive?

at extra cast

•

WATERSPAR
ENAMEL—
Quick - drying Enamel
—gives woodwork and
furniture new beauty
and added life- resists
marring—cleans easily.

"Color D.-namics for Your H.sme"

Fulton Paint and Glass Co.
210 Church Street

Only Buick has D41k21(060•■•
and with it goes: HIGHER -

Phone 909

FOUII-MAY
FOltlfitOIST
rugged front
M sob C.0146
note, 12) saves on
repair cents—ewecol bon ors MelO.:loony roploosel
51—Ovoids "locking
woo," (4) evokes
parking oed puree*
ing *osier.

WHATEVER YOUR PRICE RANGE

This

sod

Ker
v•rellif
VOIVO

Phone your BUICK dealer for a dc

"q-ht Now!

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANv
224 - 228 Fourth Street

Fulton. Kentuel.:-

When better automobiles are built BUICK

badld thous
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Page Four

The Woman's Page

THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alessi(

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Grisham
held an open house Sunday afternoon from two to five o'clock at
their home in Fair Heights for
their daughter, Miss-Bettye Jane
Grisham and her fiance, Bobby
Lynch, who were married Monday.
boquets of spring
Attractive
flowers were arranged throughout the house.
Punch, sandwiches, cookies
and mints were served from the
pretty appointed dining table
with
overlaid with a lace cloth
glowing white tapers in silver
hol8ers on either end.
Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr., served the punch. Assisting in serving were: Misses Rachel Winn,
Annette Garrett and Bobbye Ann
Grisham.
The guest list included out of
town guests, friends and relatives.

PHONE 926

ELIZABETH WITTY,-Editor,
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E. C. GRISHAMS
HAVE OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY, APRIL 9

PA 7

"Chickens are
World Outlook
Children" brought home to us
what little our worker's have to
work with but what a great work
they are doing.
Mrs. Irene Boaz read excerpts
from Peter Marshall's book telling something of faith and prayer
life.
After the meeting the group
enjoyed talking and looking at
the beautiful rugs made by the
hostess.

PERSbNALS
brt. and Mrs. J. M. Watson wile
have been visiting Mr. Watson's
son, Calvin and family in Shawreturned to their
npe, Okla.,
home here this morning. Mr.
Watson stated that they hat a
good time on theirs visit of ten
days. He also stated that fishing
was getting good out there.
Mrs. Tom Weems is still ill and
in bed.

vows, Mrs. Maddox softly played
'KISS PATRICIA DAVID
Maria" (Bach-Gounod)
"Ave
WHEELER
BENNETT
WEDS
The bride wore a tailored suit
9191 LOVELY CEREMONY
of Navy gabardine, with a hat of
with
In a wedding of simplicity and pale blue• straw trimmed
David,
Patricia
beauty Miss
flowers and a corsage of talisman
F.
B.
Mrs.
-daughter of Mr. and
roses.
-ksOfk
David became the bride of BenMr. and Mrs. Donald David of
8
April
Saturday,
nett Wheeler
Indiana, brother and
Bloomngton,
at five o'clock in the afternoon ,sistr-in-law of the bride were
at the First Methodist Church in the only attendants.
•
the presence of a small assembly
wore a grey suit
Mrs. David
relatives.
and
of friends
with a Navy picture hat and ad
On Our Price Tags Means An
ring corsage of pink carnations.
The impressive double
the
ceremony was read by the Rev. Fallowing the ceremony
EXTRA Saving Toyou. Here are W. E. Mischke of Paducah assist- bride and groom stood at the aled by Rev. C. R Hawkins.
tar to receive the congratulations
a few of our RED MARK Specials
white candles in of those in attendance while Mrs.
Lighted
and Maddox played "Romance" Rubwrought iron candelabra
Easter lilies decorated the altar. instein.
the
following
Immediately
Preceding the ceremony a program of nuptial muisc was play- ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler
MRS. HOMRA
ed by Mrs. C. L. Maddox, organ- left on a southern wedding trip
HOSTESS TO
at. Her numbers included Pre- after which they will make their
BRIDGE LUB
up to 79c
FOR THE FAMILY
Music from home in the Thacker apartments
lude to the Easter
Mrs. Fred Homra was hostess
"Cavelleria Rusticana" (Mascag- on Carr Street.
"You could sit with HER. but her check is 34.251*
Out of sown guests were: Mr.
to the members of her bridge
ni), "I Love Thee" (Grieg). "0
No-Run,
club and several -guests at her
Perfect Love" to the strains of and Mrs. H. S. Boyd and children
59c Value;
home on Norman street.
which the bridal party entered of Nashville, Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Bride
April
Mrs.
Evers and
Four tables were arranged for
children of Mounds ham, Mrs. Dick Bard,
Lace
the sanctuary.
and Mr. and Mrs.
games of contract. At the close
During the pledging of the City, Ill., Mr. and Mrs.- Donald Blanch Cohn
Trimmed
escortwere
They
McDade.
A.
S.
Mitchell
Vyron
Mrs.
games
David of Bloomington, Indiana,
of the
seats
high club prize.
was awarded
Mrs. E. C. Ramer of Metropolis, ed to the East and given
JERSEY;
Ill., Mr .and Mrs. 0. T. Wheeler around a table where rested the
Mrs. Charles Thomas, guest high
Reg. $1.49 Value
seem,
Vowell,
Jasper
of Mayfield, Mrs. W. E. Misehke, Holy Bible.
Mrs.
and
. EdLace Trim,
Mrs. Allan Jones and Mrs,
_
Walter and Mary Ellen of Paduhigh.
cah, Mr. and Mar. Gilson Latta ward Benedict, Sr., gave a beauElastic Waistline
to the dab were
Guests
WE MAKE
and Mrs. Roy Latta of Water Val- tiful message in song to the tune
dames: Charles Thomas, Jaspe,
of "Long, Long Ago" accompanley.
YOUR
Vowel!, Jack Carter, K. P. 0,1
PLASTIC
ied by Mrs. Edward Benedict,(Jr.
ton, Jr., Randall Burcham. C. I-)
OLD RADIO
69c VALUE
0. E. S. CELEBRATES
a
placed
Reno
Mrs. Margaret
Edwards and Felix Gossiim, Jr
SING
FORTY-FIFTH BIRTHDAY
Mes
cake pith one candle on the table
Members playing were
Lace Design
TUESDAY EVENING
and gave 'a dedication to CharLIKE NEW
dames Mitchell, J. A. Poe, Jo,.
members.
Treas, Morgan Omar,_,J. L. Jones.
Fulton chapter 41 of the Order ter
Jr„ Stanley Jones, Clyde Will
Mrs. Max McKnight placed a
of Eastern Star celebrated their
Mahan am,
iams, Jr., Thomas
forty-fifth anniversary Tuesday cake with fort'Y five small candet;
Misses Mary Homra and And,
evening, April 11 at 8:30 p. m. les and one large one in the cen39c
DeMyer.
with about 100 members and ter of the table giving her dediReception "Foggy"
visitors assembled in the spacious cation to Charter members and
EAST FULTON CIRCLE
dining room of the Masonic Hall other Matrons and Patrons; Al
Lately??
GREY
HAS MEETING WITH
Mrs.
I where a bountiful east was serv- their names were called
MRS. LYNN TAYLOR
ENAMEL;
ed buffet style from the large Cecil Wiseman lighted a candle
If your favorite radio pro- dining
for each year.
table.
Circle met
The East Fulton
gram gets lost in a "fog" of
REG. 69c
At 7:30 the chapter opened for
Miss Morgan
Mrs. Leo Greengrass representMonday afternoon at :30 p. m. in
hum, static or fadeouts, let our a short business
session.
Emblemthe
of
Mrs.
ray
blue
the
ing
the home of Mrs. L3frin Taylor on .
expert repair man make it Virgil
Davis welcomed the visit- atic Star, Mrs: John T. Price, the SlISS ALMA MORGAN WEDS
ClevelatitrAtvenue.
work like new. Our prompt ors
and several talks were made yellow ray, Mrs. Harold Gard- WILLIAM M. KIMBEL IN
service at low prices can't be for
Mrs. Grace Griffin, chairmse
CORINTH, MISS., SATURDAY
the good of the Order.
Virgil
Mrs.
ray,
white
the
ner,
beat. Call as at the first sign
presided and led the devotion.,
Out of town visitors were: Mr. Carper, the green ray and
Mrs.
of
Morgan
Harold
Mr. and Mrs.
of trouble.
assisted by Mrs. C. L. Gardner
and Tommie Bynum of
Union William Hinkle, the red ray, gave
Water Valley, Ky., announce the Minutes were read by the seer,
City
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
as
and
Charles
dedication
appropriate
ON—
—PROMPT.ATTENTI
Aims tary, Mn. Lynn Taylor and roll
Arran of Newbern, Tenn.
they placed their candles on the marriage of their daughter,
PHONE 4-0-1
by Mrs. I. H. React
At this close of the
business table Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Bene- Morgan, to William Moss Kink- call was read
session a beautiful candle light dict sang a verse for each star bel of Fulton, son of Mr. and Mrs. with eighteen members and on,
visitor, Mrs. C. E. Hawkins pres
William Kimbel.
addenda was given in song and point.
• PLASTIC
hei
ring ent. Always glad to have
verse honoring the Charter memThe Past Matrons and Patrons -The impreastve double
with
Us.
Corinth,
in
bers. There are only six JiVing present were recognized and the ceremony took. place
SPRING-STYLE
Mrs. Eunice Robinson, chairand they were all present. Mr. closing song to the tune of "The Miss., April 8, with Rev. L. P.
IS
FOR ONLY
of
committee
nominating
man
the
officiating.
Eunice Robinson, Mrs. Lena GriiF,nd of a Perfect Day" was dedi- Wasson
The bride wore a lovely dress to elect new officers for the now
cated to them and the Charter
year annqunced the new officers
Look Thru Our Store For Red-Mark Specials!
of Navy blue with Navy and
members.
as follows: Mrs. Pomp Binford,
Past Matrons and Patrons white accessories and a corsage president, Mrs.
J. R. Hillman,
were: Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hanne- of red roses.
vice president, Mrs. I. H. Read,
of
Miss Maudean Dickerson
phin, Mr. and Mrs. John T. Price,
treasurer, Mrs. Lynn Taylor. secMr. and Mrs. Tommie Bynum, Fulton served as maid of honor. retary. The circle will stand back
Mrs. Verna DeMyer, Mrs. Kate She wore a blue and white dress of these officers one hundred per
Myrick, George Moore, Clarence with matching accessories and a cent.
•
Stephens, Edward Benedict, Sr., corsage of red roses.
The program leader, Mrs. W. L
W. M. CowelL
Neal Etheridge of this city at- Joyner read an article from the
tended Mr. Kimbel as best man.
BRIDAL COUPLE
yrs. Kimble is a graduate of
HONORED WITH
Wingo High School in the class
DINNER PARTY
of 1949. For the past ten months
Sunday - Monday - Tuesday — April 16-17-18
the
Miss Bettye Jane Grisham and she has been employed at
her fiance, Bobby
Lynch, who Henry I. Siegel-Company here.
graduate of
were married Monday were corn-, Mr. Kimble is a
plimented with a lovely dinner Fulton High School in the class
.
.10r%
mow
.
s•Hrilirs
64,1-10%..411
Thc
party at the Derby Cafe at 8 of 1947 and is now employed with
grratt
Vlait
o'clock Sunday evening given by Reed Brothers
Those accompanying Mr. and
Mi•s. Olene McDaniel and Leon
Since "!'sno,
bile"!
beMrs. Kimbel to Mississippi
Fields.
./
The guest list included the sides the maid of honor and the
members of the wedding party best man were: Miss Elizabeth
Dickey
Steele,
Murrell, Ray
and out of town guests.
Covers for thirteen were !aid Holloway and Jack Austin, all of
at a prettily appointed table cen- Fulton
tered with a Izsgutiful arrangeAfter a wedding trip to points
mentcof white-narcissus and tul- of interest in Mississippi
and
ips with lighted tapers casting a Tennessee the couple will make
soft glow over the sceite.,
their home with the
MOM'S
WERE $19.98
The honoree worean attractive parents north of town.
trousseau model of navy crepe
and a corsage of gardenias.
Miss Grisham and Mr. Lynch
were presented a piece of silver
vCD
in their chosen pattern by the
hosts.
WERE $39.98
WERE $29.98
Color by
Grisham.
Guests were: Miss
Mr. Lynch, Bobbye Ann
Grisham, Billy Marvin Gudgel
of
GarSharpsburg, Miss Annett
rett, Phoenix City, Ala., Miss
Rachel Winn, Atlanta, Ga., Miss
Wednesday - Thursday — April 19-20
Marilyn Lynch of Memphis, Mr
SHARKSKINS — GABARDINES — GLEN PLAIDS!
and Mrs. Eugene Lynch of MemENTIRE STOCK INCLUDED! SPRING
FULLY-LINED!
almost
is
season
baseball
the
,t OP HER
phis Jennings Kearby, Ray
-set
WHITE!
if
isn'
"FM"
here;
your
AND
COLORS
OST...
ANY
.1
Steele and the hosts.
working right, I can fix it for
Ji s why 1 palled dr hi
— _
you now.
MRS.-GINGLES
ENTERTAINS
VALUES
BRIDGE CLUP .
I have a complete line of batTO $6.98
. - teries for portable sets. Get
Mrs.
was gracious your new ones in time for that
members of the fishing trip, picnic baseball
ho"
ternoon bridge club at broadcast or weekend trip.
ALL OTHER COATS AND SUITS
,me on Fourth Street.
FREE pick-up and delivery
"wo guests, Mrs. Clint Reeds
FOR BOYS and GIRLS - - REDUCED!
Mrs. Wilmon Boyd were in- anywhere inifiag......,\
immediate
wit& VICTOR JoRY
d in the two tables of mem- Fulton vicini .
MR rPs - JAY C ruPPes Nr A DORR SCHARY Pr.-

SHOP!

SAVE!

•,

The Red Mark I

STRAW HATS ...39c

39c
$1
TABLE
49c
CLOTHS
k
c
o
p
S
APRON P:F:C 23c
Dishpans 42c
i9cERvAay.: 25c
Panties :
Canasta cc::::" $1
12 Slips
GOWNS

CITY ELECTRIC

CLOTHES PINS

11111111111111111111111111111111111111INIMINIMIIIIIIIII

ORPHELIMI

S
IDGE'
BALDR
Lake5-10-25c STOREFur

FULTON, KENTUCKY

NANCE!

BROUGHT TO GLOWING LIFE!

\'kf

WALT

DISNEY'S

RADIO

TECHNICOLOR

LADIES SUITS
WERE
1498
E898

19" 29"

Repairing

idOREEN O'HARA
isiELVIN DOUGLAS
GLORIA GRAHAME
BILL WILLIAMS

CHILDREN'S COATS

1

MARY

..m.16E0d

by 111211&11 L RAMIREZ - 'mobilb5 NI04011,

Frida
Curwood

TRAIL OF Yi.

$1.98

-42
Eddie Dean in

At the conclusion of a series of
I
Mrs. Abe
MIK games of contract
Jolley received high club Prize
and Mrs. Boyd received 'high
guest.
The hostess served a lovely salad plate. Members playing .were
Metdames, Jolley, A. G. BaldIt. C
ridge, L. 0. Bradford,
Pickering, Vester Freeman and
L. O. Carter.

TORNADO RANGE

"HAM'S"
RADIO CENTER
M. E. (Ham) Ethridge
Phone 455

The LEADER Shie
434 Lake Street

Phone 903

in, I

4,4950

LS

dison writ.
Watson's
in Shawto their
ng. Mr.
r had. a
;it of ten
at fishing
ere.
ill ill and

1

)c
79c

9c
51
9c
3c
2c
5c
$1
10(

'dais!
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parents, Mr, aw; Mrs. Mack Mrs. Ella Bard.
P. W. Smith has made it back to 1 and Miss Marilyn Lyncii have re- POPULAR !PRIDE-ELECT
Dunn.
t.
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Thompson Alligator. Mr. Smith is in %ad !turned to their home in Memphis COMPLIVED WITH
Mrs. Chester Campbell is ill of St. Louis and Mr.,and. Mrs. health but he is yp and I am glad after attending the wedding of BREAKFA
MONDAY
with mumps this week.,
Homer - Thompson ars(/'of
St.
i their brother, Bobby Lynch and
to
see
him
up
for
they
are
good
complimented
Wrinca
J.
Mrs,
P.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Wray Louis were the weekend guests of
, Bettye Jane Grisham.
Miss Dettye Jane Grisham, with
and family of
visiteeMr. and Mrs. Richard Childress white people to .me. I never will
Wingo
Atlanta,
Rachel
Winn
of
Miss
forget them.
a lovely hreakfast Monday mornThursday night
with Mr. and and boys.
The farmers are began plant-'Ga., and Miss Annette Garrett of ing at her home on
Walnut
Mrs. Leon Charlton.
Mrs. Lucille Charlton and chilOdell Puckett
returnAla.,
have
Phoenix
City,
Mrs. J. B. Byrn visited Friday dren and Neely Owen shopped in ing. We had a good rain last night ed home after attending the Gris- Street. ••
and everything looks good. I
presented
Miss Grisham was
afternoon with Mrs. W. T. Ed- Mayfield Friday.
ham-Lynch wedding.
the to the bridge club Tuesday after- wards.
Among , those- attending
Mrs. ,,Lelia
Coltharp visited has some beautiful flowers in my 14 Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Bynum of two compotes in her crystal pattern.
Mrs. John Latta left- Saturday Mrs. Ella Bard,Saturday after- yard.
funeral of Mr. Ben Neely at Mt. I noon.
•
Mrs.
I has an unsettle
mind this 1 Union City, and Mr. and
The guests were mebers of
afternoon were. I Edward
Zion Monday
Wooten of
Martin morning for Detroit tb visit her noon.
Tenn.,
Newbern,
of
Charles
Arnn
children, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Mr. and Mrs. 'Vernon Hayden morning. I don't know what to attended the Eastern Star meet-. the wedding party and out of
Mrs. Lelia Bard, Mrs. Murrell visited Monday
with Mr. and Elliott
town guests. Guests were, %e
"and family, Mr. and Mrs. of St. Louis spent the weekend matter. It see,ms,to me like some- ing Tuesday night.
Stephens; Miss Ada Pigue, Mrs Mrs,-__Mike Pitman.
honoree. Miss Bobbye Ann .0 isHester Pirtle and dainiitler, Sue. with their
daughter, Mr. and thing going to happen to but I
Dtiley
are
Guy
and
Mrs.
Mr.
oray
God it won't. So many'difham, Miss Ann Roper, Miss MI iHal Kizer, Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Mrs. Harold B. Jackson was
son,
Congratulations Mr. mild Mrs. Mrs. buster Bradley and
Jack
daughter,
Mrs.
visiting.their
ference things happening.
•
lyn Lynch of. Memphis, ar
.m
Edwards.
hostess Wednesday afternoon at Arthur Rose on the birth of a Jerry.
Mrs. Johamia's
paper is so Snow and family in Lexington, Eugene Lynch of Memphis, Dit'ss
and Mrs. Leon Bard and
Saturday
morning,
Monday dinner guetts of Mr. her home -to a pink and
tlue son born
Kentu&ky.
sweet
but let Mattie Dear tell you
Rachel Winn of Atlanta., Ga., M'ss
He has bees named children, Mr. and Mrs. John Paul
and Mrs. Robert Gossum were: shower honoring
Mrs Harold April Et
Eldred. Dfxon is a patient in Ann Hays of Nashville and all•-ts
John Marshall.
Bard and daughter_ motored to one thing, it is prayer time: So Haws Memorial Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Boaz of Ful- Wade.
many
mean
things is happening
Annette'Garrett of Phoenix C: •.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett McKenzie, Tenn., Sunday afterton, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Gossum
Mrs.. Pearl Pigue, Mrs. Lena
Mr. and Mrs. Hardeman How- Ala.
and it takes earnest prayer to
of Wingo and Mr. and Mrs. Harry McAlister, Mrs. Claude Owen and spent Sunday with his parents, noon.
are
visiting
Detroit,
Mich.,
ard
of
settle
conditions
so
pray for
S. E. Coltharp visited his sisHunt Gossum.
daughter; Claudette, shopped in Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett.
Mrs. L. H. Howard at her home UNEEDUS CIRCLE
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Har- ter, Mrs. H. B. Nance in Mayfield peace, God rules.
The American Legion Auxili- Fulton Wednesday afternoon.
in Highlands.
An
automobile
is
fine
to
have
HAS MEETING AT
grove
and
Sunday.
son,
Sam_Campbell
of
ary met Monday night with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett,
Miss Shirley Maxwell a stud- CHURCH MONDAY
if you use it right 6,
J. C. McAlinter.
in Mayfield spent Sunday with Mr. Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. But if you mix up gas
Mrs. Will Puckett shopped
spend
College
will
ent
of
Murray
with
liquor
and Mrs. Arch Lawrence.
Virgil Arnett and Sandra were:
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett MaYfield Wedneiday.
the weekend with her mother,
The Uneedus Circle of the
Billy Wilson of Steele, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Arnett, You are liable to lose your life.
spent Monday with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Beeler MuTlins
Mrs. Allan Jones and Mr. Jones First Methodist
met
Church
Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett.
and Jim Mullins visited Wednes- spent the wekend with his par- Mr. and Mrs. Felix Jones of Mayon Third street.
evening at 7:30 with
Monday
Mrs. Rayburn
FULTON ROVTE 4
Mr. and Mrs. James Wooten day with Mrs. Sarah W000ten ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wil- field, Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Fall, Jr., Mrs. E. L.
Jones and son of Los Angeles,
find family of Clinton spent Tues- and Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pitman. son.
Voegeli
Cooke and Mrs. V. J.
Joyce Crime
Woman
'
s Club Party
Mr. and Mrs.'Burnie
day with Mr. and Mrs.
Mike
Barnes Calif., Mr. and Mrs. Ernest ColMr. and Mrs. Jim Dunn and
hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce and Is Successful Event
Pitman.
family of Lancing, Mich., are and children spe,nt Sunday with tharp and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin were dinner guests of
The meeting was called to 4Mr.
Edwin Carr, Mr. and Mrs. BarMrs. W. L. Durbin was hostess spending their vacation -With his her mother, Mrs. Lottie Boyd.
Highly successful is the way der by the chairman, Mrs. Hoc ,er
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Shepherd rett Seay and mr. and Mrs. Will and Mrs. Vance Hicks Sunday.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. Miss Jean Atkins, general chair- Wilson, and the
opening St rig
were Sunday dinner guests
of Arnett.
Most Complete Stock
— In West Kentucky
Miss Emma Carr visited Wed- and Mrs. 0. G. Clark were:'-Mr. man of the Junior Woman's Club "Rescue the Perishing" followed _
Mr. and Mrs. Ardell Herrington.
and Mrs. Joe Elder ad family, Benefit Bridge party termed the by pilyer by Mrs. Milton Exumn-"
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Charlton nesday afternoon 'with Mrs. Mytheir daughter-in-law, Ms"- and event. A large crowd enjoyed the
Following a lengthy business
and children spent Sunday with ra Harper.
card games played during
the session, Mrs. Wilson turned thr,
Mrs. Arthur Rose and Mrs. Mrs. Junior Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordie Puckett.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hutchisbn evening with the
winners in meeting over to
Mrs. Harold
Mrs. Sernia Elliott of Mayfield Clara Bratton shopped in Fulton
we're supper guests of Mr. and each event as follows:
Holladay, program leader, wh-,
spent the weekend with her sis- Wednesday afternoon.
At bridge, Mrs. Felix Gossum. pave the devotional, theme beinl
,nter, Mrs. Roy Latta and Mr. Lat- ,Among those attending the Mfs. Les Cruce Sunday.
-the la- "'Our Faith."
Billie Ellison spent a few days Sr., -was high scorer for'
Mayfield Presbyteria at - Woodta.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jaco of lawn Presbyterian Church in Pa- last week with his uncle and dies and Mrs. Randall Burcham The Bible study was given b"
442 Lake Street
Fulton were Sunday guests of Mr. ducah Tuesday and Wednesday aunt, Mr.'and Mrs. Roy Hutchi- was second high: Robert Burrow Mrs Exum. The meeting was disPhone 237
was men's high.
with the repetition of tht,
"
and Mrs. James Witherspoon and were: Mrs. Earl Bard, a delegate son and family.
At'- Canasta, Mrs. Thomas Ey' Benediction.
from Bayou de Chem
family.
Church,
urn won the ladies high prize " hostesses served refres71Sunday guests' in the kome of Mrs. Gus Alexander, Jr., Mr. and
PERSONALS
and Mrs. Don Hill was second. '-'u - t3 to eighteen members and
Mrs. Carl Cooley were: Mr. and Mrs. Duncan
Alexander
and
Dr. L. A. Perry attended a den- Guy Fry was the winner of the -1 visitors, Mrs. Enoch Milner
Mrs. Gilbert Walker and family Wayne Latta.
and Mrs."J. C. Lucia.
of Lynnville, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- . Mr. and Mrs- Derell Wray and tal meeting in Paducah Monday men's prize.
ward Murphy, Mr. aild Mrs. Por- girls were Sunday dinner guests night. The subject of the meetTreatter Stephens and daughter„ of of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will- I ing wa% Diagnosis 'and
ment of Cancer.
Fulgham, Mr. and Mrs. Frank iam Wiggins.
Miss Kathryn Homra of LouisBrady of Fulton, Miss Hula Mae
Mrs. Lova Jobe is on the sick
Cooley of Paducah and Mrs. J. T. list this week. Her soother, Mrs. ville spent Easter with her parCALL THE
Sarah Jane Wooten is slowly im- ents, Mr. and Mrs. K. Honira. _
Robey.
Mrs, Virgil Barham of CovingMr. and Mrs. Jesa.'Afars and proving.
"MOTH St./ OAD"
daughter spent the weekend in
Mrs. Lacy
Herrington enter- ton is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
St. Loins.
tained members of the
young Ben Davis of Route 4.
AT 130
KILLER MOTH
Mrs. J. L. Crockett left last
Mack Dunn was pleasantly sur- people's Sunday School class of
Plainville, Kansas,
prised on his birthday
Church with
an week for
Thurs- the Baptist
where
she will make her home
day night as a
group of
his Easter eggihunt at her home Sunpossesvalued
your
most
one
of
coat
is
with
her
Your fur
daughter, Mrs. R. M.
friends came for supper. Among day afterabon.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Edwards, Kirkland and family.
ions and- deserves the best care and protection! those,present were: Mr. and Mrs. Mr.
Jack
Browder
of University of
and Mrs. Hal Kizer and son,
Eugene Dunn, *Mrs. W. R. Dunn
OK Offers complete warm weather protection of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs, J. M. Hal, Jr., motored to McKenzie, Kentucky, Lexington, spent the
Easter holidays with his parents,
and family of Lancing, Tenn., Sunday afternoon.
for your furs... scientific cold storage ... Theft Dunn
Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Dunn, Mrs. W. D. Thompson has're- Mr. and Mrs. Leon Browder.
and Fire insurance. Storage rates are moderate. Mrs. Water Freeman of Fulton turned from St. Louis where she Miss Katherine Taylor has re- A 1st black protective enamturned to Caruthersville, Mo., afspent the winter with her sons.
and Mni and Mrs. Earl Bard.
el of highest quality. Covers
her
Among those
. Mr. and Mrs. Clatu.le Owen and
attending- the ter spending Easter with
trim as well as screen . .
mother,
Mrs.
Lynn
Taylor.
daughtet, Huston Owen
visited Easter sunrise services at Kenwon't clog the mesh. Easily
Miss
Margaret
Brady
of
BenMr. and Mrs. Guy McClure, Jr., aucky Lake State Park Sunday
csuk
e sco
alocsi
dr
anid
Preventsap plied
tno,
Ill.,
spent
Easter
with
her
were: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilin Paducah Sunday afternoon.
ruit
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Mr. and ltrs. W. P. Williams son, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Haskell,
anent Sunday in Paducah with Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Pewitt Jr., Mr. Brady.
Miss Bobbye Ann Grisham has
their son, Mr. and Mrs. Willie and Mrs. Whitt Garner, Mr. and
of
Mrs. Jairies Pewitt and son and returned to the University
Williams and boys.
after
Alabama, 'ruscialoosit,
Mrs. Randall Laird
attended Billy Wilson.
One "Jiffy" screen painter and duster
holidays
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Mullins of spending the Easter
the Homemakers Club meeting at
with
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
free
with each quart of screen enamel
I
Greenfield,
Tend:,
.and.
Mrs. Fain Cross' Friday after• bought at our store.
Mrs. Lee Snow of Fulgham spent E. C. Grisham.
noon.
Billy Murphy has returned to,
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Stephens Friday with Mr. and Mrs. RichVanderbilt
University latter
and children and' Mrs. Lelia ard Childress and boys.
spending Easter with his parents,
Bard attended the Easter
egg
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Murphy on
hunt at ,Paducah Stine)
.ay afterMississippi Plantation Life:
Second Street.
noon.
.
Fulton
207 Church Street
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Lynch
The Writings Of
'Os.'
Miss Letie Clements of Dresden and Mrs. Lorene Hart visitMettle Dear
ed Wednesday
afternoon with

News and Personals from - - - -

Water Valley

"IARREST,THUS PEST
' *EsINWNTIOI\

SCREENS!

PHONE
130

'S
ultoft

ICV•
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a
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FREE

0. K. LAUNDRY &
SANITONE CLEANERS

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

*owcm hoe theievemeor
puke hem waft'kr/

I am feeling fine this morning.
Thanks the Lord I was spared to
see another
Easter Day and it
sure was purity. I sponsored an
Easter program and enjoyed it
fine and we are having
some
beautiful waether and I has a
fine garden. Mr. Dobbin is working it out for me now. We ain't
had no snow yet but plenty of
rain.
Mrs. Johanna and Mr- and Mrs.

COMPLETE

1 Bed Outfit

CENERAL
ELECTRIC
Space Maker REFRIGERATOR
Packed with practical
conveniences you'll use every
day ... such as the wonderful butter
conditioner and sliding shelf.

27.50

One-third more refrigerated
f.

d storage

space than in older
same floor space.

models—in the

red derndability

8-Cu.-Ft. Models
Now As Low As

The famous General Electric
sealed-in refrigerating system gives
you long years of dependable service. More
than 1,000.000 GE Refsigeteters have bead
in use 1‘
4year1 or wive&

$9.83 Per Week
After Down Payment

•

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 Lake Street

—Full size metal bed!

$239.95

Phone 1

—Full size coil spring!
Closeouts and
Discontinued Patterns

69c.

—Full size 50-1b.
cotton mattress!

LIMITR OFFER - - - - HURRY!
WHILE THEY LAST!
Modernize your bedroom.
at 1-3 SAVIr TGS.

Pr.

Req. 98c pair. Buy! Save!
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

MADE FURNITURE C.
31e-23

Walnut Street

035
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many.
The Lord's Prayer was softly
played during the ceremony.
The attractive bride wore and
Navy blue
R and K original of
with pink accessories. Her corsage Was blue iris tied with blue
ribbon.
Mrs. Carl Wright, sister of the
groom, was matron of honor. She
wore a two-piece navy dress with
white accessories and a corsage
of white carnations.
Carl Wright, brother-in-law of
the groom, served as best man.
mother of the
Mrs. Eaves,
of
bride, wore a sprng model
printed silk with black accessories and a corsage of white carnations.
Immediately following the cerheld
reception was
ermony a
and Mrs.
with Mrs. Paul Dill
Carlton Gargus serving.
The couple left for a southern
wedding trip. For traveling Mrs.
Simpson wore a Glen Plaid suit.
They will make 'their home at
105 Sixth street.
Mr. and Mrs. Simpson are both
Airlene Gas
employed at the
Company.

SOCIETY
MISS GLADYS RAVES
WEDS J. D. SIMPSON
THURSDAY, APRIL 6
The home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
B. Eavdt on Sixth street was the
scene of a „Wedding of simplicity
and beauty Thursday afternoon,
when
April 6 at four o'clock
ther daughter, Miss Gladys Eaves
became the bride of J. D. Simpson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Noah D.
Simpson of Fulton.
The vows were exchanged befbre an improvised altar of chinese lilies and white gladioli with
the Rev. Lewis D. Ferrell of the
First Baptist Church reading the
cereimpressive double ring

Accurate....
WORKMANSHIP
.... At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks a a d Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

MISS BETTYE GRISHAM
HONORED WITH PARTY
AND SHOWER APRIL 7

No NEED 7r) wow&
41510u7 77/05E
/7IlANDY LO/IN
WILL CURE 'YOUR /LLS

L sans

made

st.rroLmdino

all

in

towns

amount

1.-00

on

Lop

to

'

Furniture,

Autonnebtle,
ttock.

I

in

Counties

a id
ir-ty

Grisham,
Jane
Miss Bettye
was married to Bobby
who
was
Lynch Monday, April 10,
Friday evening.
complimented
April 7 with a unique party and
shower given by Mesdames Joe
Martin
Bennett, Jr1, Mansfield
and Robert Batts at the. home of
Mrs. Bennett on Eddings street.
The honoree wore a spring
print and upon her arrival was
corsage
presented a vegetable
cleverly carrying out the theme
of the party.
contests were
Three kitchen
enjoyed with Mesdames Hendon
Wright, Kelly Jones and R. M.
Lynch receiving attractive kitchen prizes in brown paper sacks.
Grisham was then preMiss
wear
sented a frilly apron to
while she opened her many kitchen gifts. The gifts were placed
in # brown paper sack and was
wheeled in a Kroger push cart.
TheAlhonoree's husband is an employee of Kroger.
A delicious salad plate was served on brightly colored individual trays, with wedding rings in
the ' individual cakes as favors.
DO towels were used as napkins
and were later presented to the
honoree along with a big box of
"Duz."
The guest list
included; the
honoree, Mesdames, E. C. Gris-

Live-

Comaker.

5.,onature.

I

Walnut Street
Phone 12.52
Fulton's FRIENDLY Loan Swear

ham, R. M. Lynch, Fred Patton,
Olene McDaniel, H. C. Sams, Jr.,
Alex Leneave, Kelly Jones, Ann
Plgue, G. B.
Hugh
Whitnel,
Butterworth, Clyde Williags, Sr.,
of
Edith Lowe, Charles Butts
Trenton, J! C. Scruggs, J. E.
H.
Baird, Hendon Wright, lir
Glasgow and
Bugg, Tommy
Misses Ann Roper, Miriarn Grymes, Betty Ann Easley, Patricia
Sublette, Jean Atkins, Jacquline
DeBard, Ann Godfrey, Andy
Myer, Betty Jean- Austin, Betty
Jean Rawls and Mayme Bennett,
GENERAL MEETING OF
WOMAN'S CLUB MEETS
ON FRIDAY, APRIL 7

and travels and was very conwlimentary to the Club, the Club
home and the splendid library.
Mrs. Fred Gibson, chairman of
the Drama Department, was introduced and she gave a short resume of the play, "On to Washington" by Florence Tobin. This
was a repeat performance of the
one act play given at the meeting
of the Drama Department this
month. Mrs. Clyde Fields was the
the
director and also selected
cast. Everyone present enjoyed
the play.
tea
During the social hour
and hore d'ouevres were served
'from a beautifully appointed tea
table carrying out the Easter matit.

Theta Chi" was also named rush
chairman of the same sorority.
Now ain't that just the way it
should be ... Fulton girls in the
lead.

Frid

and sister, Albert Terry and Mrs lando, Fla.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Plott
Clara Caldwell on Eddings street.
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Phillips Centralia, Ill., were Easter guests
and children, Alma and Marvin, of her father, T. M. EXUM and
have returned from a trip to Or- 1 other relatives.

Town Topics

Good Food
Good Service
Good Prices

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Witty of
Birmingham, Ala., spent Easter
with their mothers, Mrs. Effie
Witty and Mrs. B. J. Williams.
of
Johnny Hyland, a student
St. Bernard's College in Cullman,
Ala., spent Easter with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. E Hyland
Mrs. Eunice Rogers of Memphis
brother
spent Easter with, her

Try Our Daily Dinner
and Luncheon Specials.

RUSHTON'S CAFE

East State Line at Stoplight
HUGH RUSHTON
0

Mrs. Jack Carter, newly elect- Honors Keep Coming To
ed president of the Fulton WoFulton Lassies At
man's Club presided Friday at
the General Meeting of the Club
Florida College
held at the Club home.
Drama
Honors keep coming the Fulton
The members of the
Southern
hostesses for way down at Florida
Department were
the meeting. The club room was College in Lakeland ... probably
beautifully decorated with spring will as long as the two Mary
flowers arflanged on the mantle Lee's are there . . regardless of
,honor is the
the spelling. Latest'
and in the windows.
An artistc arrangement of vio- one earned by Miss Mary Lee
attractive
and
placed on the presi- Haws, popular
lets were
dent's table and a beautiful pot daughter of Mrs. M. W. Haws,
of Easter lilies stood before the and the late Dr. Haws, who has
been named president of Alpha
blue curtains on the stage.
Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr., vice presi- Delta Pi, national social sorority.
And as if you woudn't expect
dent, called the meeting to order
Beadles (note
Johnston, Wilmon Boyd; Horton it .. . Marilee
daughter of Mr. and
and introduced, the new presi-!spelling)
Mrs. Frank Beadles, who not long
dent.
graciously wel- ago was named "Sweetheart of
Mrs. Carter
members
comed the guests and
ISMIMPOImmusimmotORIIIIIMmitilera
and predicted a successful year
with the cooperation of all. Mrs.
Carter and Mrs. Milton talliharn,
recording secretary, conducted a
short business
session
when
REAL ESTATE and
minutes of the previous club and
board meeting were read and the PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
treasurer's report was given by
Mrs. Paul Boyd.
Over City National Bank
The librarian's report was giv- Office
Phone 61
en by Mrs. John Daniels.
Mrs. Mary Louise Rowlett of
FARM AND CITY PROPERTY
the Community Concert OrganiLIST OR BUY WITH US!
zation was presented .and made
an interesting talk on her work

Entertainin9? Bue;Coke by the ease

1.4
if

v.
h

so easy, so welcome,
serve Ice-cold

le
ii
ct
ft

I.

CHAS. W. BURROW

rn

,24

Battle Case $1132

Pitt Depose—Ai Y000 Dealer

commD UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE

.4ifar It fish, tray ...loth
tratit-markt wan the JIM? thing.
COCA-COLA COMPANY IT

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
01950,The Cece•Cele CoNewy

01111maka...

p.017-1-1—

lioi
Stu
!III
Is

COUNTONLOWEST COST SERVANTS

Int.

.14
N

t
11

...of course, they're electric

k 1%**

N11,

,

.111

clothes new efooki6

Adr

...longer!
•11.

193:
1941
194
1941
194:
194,
1941
1944
1941
1941
194!

A

NOW oNcv
s299.15

EAsy Tcuin,

Come in today! See a
demonstration of this
new Frigidaire Automatsic Washer. Discover how
Frigidaire's Live -Water
Action lets your clothes
last longer because it
gets dirt out thoroughly
— yet gently.
Yes, your Ftigidaire
Automatic Washer actually pays for itself in
savings on clothes and,
labor alone. And what's
more, you'll gain hundreds of hours of freedom from washday
worries.
W A 4, Ili

193!
194!

Only Frigidaire Has All These Features:
• Live-Water Action
• Rapidry-Spin
• All-Porcelain finish
• Underwater Suds Distributor

• Loads from top, full-width
• Top is flat for use as table
• Cleans, empties itself
• No bolting down

FRIGIDAIRE lot
Automatic Washer
... gets clothes really clean!
...also see the new—
Frigidaire Electric IRONER
—for better, faster, easier
ironing.
Frigidaire ElectricClOTHES
DRYER for quick drying in
doors in any weather.

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street

-

AAMOMMINIMINIMIMI

Fulton

The ideal home is one that not only looks beautiful, but works beautifully as well, one that enables you to move smoothly from task to task.
Cooking, housekeeping, entertaining—even just plain living—
can be made easier, more pleasant, more comfortable, more convenient with the help of your electric servants.
Add your electric servants as you can afford to buy them. With
our low cost electricity, the cost of using them is negligible.
Where does your home stand in pleasant living? Ask your dealer
for a free check list for your home. Remember electrical housewares
make ideal gifts for all occasions

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
1 El COBtOSATIIII

WHERE DOES YOUR HOME
STAND IN PLEASANT
LIVING?
Identify th• letters

in thip illustration
from
th• list below.
What do you
have?
-------------------A—BOTTLE WARMER
N —FOOD MIXER
II—SUN LAMP
0—HAIR DRYER
C—BROILER
I— HEATING PAD
a—COFFEE MAKER
0—JUICE
EXTRACTOR
I—CORN POPPEI
R — EXHAUST FAN
F— CLOCK
S — PORTABLE HEATER
0—ELECTRIC BED
COVERING
I—SANDWICH
GRIU.
14—HEAT LAMP
U— SHAVER
HOTPLATE
V--TOASTER
1 —EUECTRIC IRON
W—WAFFUI IRON
K—ICR CREAM FREEZER
— VAPORIZER
IL ROASTER
1T—EGO
COOKER
Pal — FAN
X—LDEEP FAT FRYER

--
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Route Three Chats

of
mats
and

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
408 Eddings Street

"Ann Whitnet
i.

Ralph Breeden
Puneral Director
•
a

Licensed Funeral Director

Apprentice

P. C. Jones,

Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88

„ ,. . . „,„ ,„ „ ,„ „ „. .„ „, „, . . ,„. „, „,

L

Contract Funeral Hose fee, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Bimetal Amoelation,

ONE Of KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS

Gathering
Greens
Long before dietitians proudly
announced that greens contain
valuable minerals, Kentuckians
had been quietly gathering them
and cooking them each spring.
Tender young shoots of dandelion, curly dock, wild lestarn,
Iamb's quarter, chicory, wild a6.
bags and succulent poke go into
the pot. When served with big
chunk. qf cornbread and loath
tsunami& they make • mod fit
for the gods—a traditional
Kentucky salute to springtime.

•

.•

CoPrisist 1950, Know ky Division, U. S. &noes.,Posamadas
1 US HoOwn iwildins

•

L610.1116, Kowhodcy

OUR STORY
ASSETS

LIABILITIES

Bonds
S 922,438.26
59,282.50
Stocks
453,906.75
Cash
(On hand and in banks)
668,045.43
Mortgage loans
(1st Mortgage Real Estate)
Policy loan.
393,644.41
Interest due Anti
accrued
11,233.90
NeLdue and deferred
premium.
101,671.19
Miscellaneous
wise ts
115,631.28

977,457.00
Policy reserves
Special Fund Re1,227,567.66
serves
Claim reserves
3,000.00
Premiums paid in
advance
34,815.53
All other liabilities 34,46.73

TOTAL
Less assets nonadmitted

TOTAL
LIABILITI.ES $2,277,156.92
- for
Further
Funds —
Protection of
Policyholders
Capital
82,728,853.7? Stock 8200,000.00
Surplus 201,533.75
401,533.75
50,163.05

Admitted assets

92,678,690.67

$2,678,690.67

TOTAL

BUSINESS IN FORCE
1931)
1940
1941
190
11143
1966
UM
1946
1947
1961
1849

11 645,114.00
834,100.00
1,938,375.00
2,192,750.00
3,193,750.00
5,262.300.00
9,541,425.00
17,090,1100.00
25,141,470.00
32,441,023 00
38,205,434.00

-

INCREASE IN ASSETS
1839
1949

7,052.52
2,678,690.67
Never in the history of Life Insurance, the world's
largest business, has any company done so much
with so little so quickly. In the heart of our own
Southland proud, but humble and most grateful.

HOME OFFICE

COASTAL STATES LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
Atlanta

Georgia
Claude H. Poindexter, Pres.

A GoaD

Mrs. Jack Foster
Mr. and Mrs.
Oria
Forster
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hubert ButWednesday
ler awhile
night.
They enjoyed a chicken supper.
A. D. Johnson visited Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Foster and
Lanetta
awhile Wednesday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Jones and
Jimmy visited Mr. and Mcs. Pete
Foster awhile Sunday.
Bobby Ray Johnson of
Cuba
spent Sundaynight with Lanetta
Jean Foster.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil /Taylor
visited Mr. and Mrs. Sam Taylor
at'Mayfield Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clolr Yates visited Mr. and Mrs. Buddie Yates
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Midgett,
Delorise and Jane of Cuba visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
Lanetta awhile Sunday night.
Miss Betty Florence Hoges and
her aunt and uncle from
Ohio
visited Mr. and Mrs. Check Bennett over the weekend.
Mrs. Cecil Taylor and
Mrs.
Cloy Yates visited Mrs. Burnt.'
.
6 1111..111M.99141911111MINOI
Lower while Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Mose Pew left Monday for
the Riverside Hospital to undergo
an operation.
Little Lanetta
Foster
Jean
spent the day out riding around
with her dad Monday.
. Mr. and Mrs. Oria Forster and
Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert
Butler
visited Mr. and Mrs. Tom Brown
Sunday. Everyone enjoyed an
Easter dinner.
Special Events
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
Lanetta spent Sunday in Cuba
Special CAKES For
with Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Johnson.
Those who attended the Easter
celebration were: Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Webb and
Jimmy,.Mr.
and Mrs. Clint Midgett, Debris
and Jane, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Johnson, Bobby
Ray, Martha
and Brenda Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Dick Johnson all of Cuba,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Williams
and La Donna of Peoria, Ill., and
Mr. and Mrs. Clitis Rodgers of
South Carolina.
Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Lowery had UNDERWOOD'S ytinr home
quite a few guests Sunday.
town, dependable bakery, is,
Mr. and Mrs. Oria Forster visit- ready at short notice to proed Mr. and
Mrs. Pete
Foster vide that special cake for that
awhile Monday.
medal occasion. Put in your
arder now for a wedding,
birthday or party cake . . ..
tnd we'll do the rest.

`1 •
16%)
0°
'ark

sew-

Yes, and beer lea
tradition in Kentucky, tool
Ei,ke gathering greens, BEER
BELONGS in Kentucky. And
often the one Is not too far kom
du other. for on long spiting
inenings. Kentuckians like so
settle back on the porch with a
glass of beer—the beverage of
moderation.

ei

af an appendectomy.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton
and children spent Sunday with
relatives in Weakley County.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom attended
church at the
Mission
Sunday afternoon and the Baptist
Church in Riceville in the evening services.
Mr. and Mrs. John Daniel and
son, David, and Mr. and Mrs. C.
J. Bowers spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Hillman
Collier and
family.
Sarah King spent Monday with
her sister and
family, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Bruce and sons.
There has been quite a bit of
gardening and potatoes planted.
Some few have peas already up
in our community. Some are still
hoping that it won't rain so they
can by the time the week is gone.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie McClain
and children
were in Hickman
Saturday on business.
Dickey Collier is out of school
because of an -infected ear.
Several from our community
attended the egg hunt at the Pair
grounds Sunday afternoon.

West State Line

Mrs. Edgar Grissom
There was a large crowd at the
Mission on Saturday evaing and
Sunday afternoon. There was on
Easter
program of songs meg
readings which i'as enjoyed by
all. Rev. Earl
Baird,
pastor,
brought an wonderful message on
"The Risen Christ."
Mr. and Mrs. James 0. Hicks
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hicks and son of Fulton, Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Lynch of Harris were the dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Vance Hicks and children Sunday. All attended the
egg hunt at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Syle Hicks and family in
the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier
and daughters, Carolyn and Linda, spent awhile Friday morning
with Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Qualls
near Chestnut Glade school
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gambill and son,
Michael, are the
proud owners of a new Nash car.
Mrs. Edgar Grissom has been
quite sick this past two weeks
suffering with her back apd a
severe cold and under, the doctor's care:
_)
Little Linda Moore, who has
been confined to Haws Hospital
for the past several days with
double pneumonia returned home
Monday and is doing nicely at
the home of her parents on West
State Line.
She is the
four
months old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lonzo Moore.
Mrs. J. C. Olive spent Wednesday in Mayfield.
Carolyn Collier returned
to
school Monday after being out
for the past three weeks because

/

UNDERWOOD
BAKERY
207 Commercial
PHONE 126

Fulton

NEW
WORKLESS
WASHER
ONLY

$I6
9
95

Bars and
Package Stores carry
BOND & LILLARD
Ask for it by Name

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

I .New Location ....217sEast Forth Street
All Remaining Stock!

Nal

New Bendix Dialamatic
washes, rinses, dampdrys—just set the dial

BEN DI)

DCOMM
at
.,AmAnc..0
1
,

93

KENTUCKY WHISKEY-A BLEND
NATIONAL DISTIIl IRS PRODUCTS CORPORATION, N.Y. • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS

EASIEST!

TO LOVELIEST ROOMS!

Regularly Priced-8.95 to 24.95
• Binswanger-made
• PLATE GLASS
• PLAIN FRAMES
• FANCY FRAMES
• FRAMELESS TYPE
(Venetian)
36" wide, 7-Feet Long

General Mills
Tru-Heat Iron
SPONSOI(0 IT

13acCi0ckf4.

$1.00
Gal.

NOW 90.95

Plastic Window

11111011S IF IONE OWNERS
III ISM

SHADES
$1.59

QUALITY
WINDOW SCREENING

vort

Wm lios "sisou

6-guage heavy vinylite plastic!
• WASHABLE, Flame-Proof
• Won't Stain,-Tear Crack
White, pongee brown, green

Iwo°

CORY — SILEX — MAGICFLO

Coffee Makers
12 PRICE

KY/ KNDIX DIALAIUBC
Tlow.)
write man
itoll It /smilers;

C
PROOF

1

Mirrors FINEST!
THRIFTIEST!
ny
OFF

SEE THE NEW BENDIX
DIALAMATIC—TODAY!
BENNETT ELECTRIC
'AT Main St.

Phone 901

Choice of Widths

We Repair Radios
We have a complete line of
14 - HOUR SERVICE
tubes, parts, etc.
IN TODAY - - - - - OUT TOMORROW

PICKUP and DELIVERY

This Week's Hit Parad
[ Hillbilly Music]
1. Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy (Red Foley)
?. I'll sail my ship alone (M. Mullican)
3. Take me in your and hold me (E. Arnold)

•P""

Fulton,Ky..

• 4-6-8 Cup Sizes!
• Wonderful, Tasty Coffee-Makers!

• Hands never touch wa tut
• Undertow washing—Floataway
Flushaway draining! Dnap-drying!
• Agitator wasIfing in the amazing
Wondertub.
• No wringer, no spinner, no vibration
—and no bolting down!
• Pits anywhere in home, duplex or
apartment.
• Low down payment—easy terms!
• Wondertub guaranteed for) years in
writing

1

Phone 100

GLASS

Lit

14.'01Si

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.

Req. $12.59

eomPon
0141

Good friends can usually sense each
other's feelings. That is why observing
hosts serve Kentucky's companionable
Bond &Lillard- why
• it has been a favorite for 81 years.

Page Seven

4. Blood-shot eyes (H. Penny)
5. Long-gone-lonesome blues (H. Williams)
6:" Quicksilver (Eldon Britt)
7. Rag Mop (J. L. Wells)
8. I Just like this kind of livin' (Hank Williams)
9. Tennessee Border No. 2 (E. Tubb-Red Foley)
10. The gods were angry with me (WhitingWakley)

[Popular Muc t 3
1. Music, Music, Music.
2. If I knew you were coming
3. Chattanoogie Shoe Shine
Boy
4. It isn't Fair
5. Deane
6. Peter Cottontail.
7. Third-man theme
8. There's no Tomorrow
9. Daddy's little girl.
10. I said my pajamas.
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Cannon
Mr. and Mrs. Adair
who received an orchid. Naturalawhile
ly Morris wa3 the one who gave it visited M. T. Cannon
Tuesday night at the. home of
to her.
wearing a corsage Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cavender.
LSS was
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Clement
from her one and only who Is far,
far away.. What's this we hear !visited Mr. and Mrs. Billy Parshe was 8, then to Martin for
By Patsy Green
about you and CS? Did he really rish awhile Tuesday night,
e
take you home?
Carolyn
, Those visiting Mrs.
Frances was born on May 16, a year. She moved to Fulton and
MF is allergic to ditches since 'Coffman Friday afternoon were:
1931 in Fuller Gillum Hoepital, attended South Fulton School 2
last week. Wonder why?
Mrs. Ora Coffman, Mrs. Martha
moved on Ky.
Mayfield, Kentucky. She has a years and then
!Lou Kindred, Mrs. Aline Willitwin brother, Franklin. She lived side on 204 College street and atFRESHMAN NEWS
Mrs.
ams and Kara Williams.
Sn Clinton and attended Central tended Carr beginning in the 7th
MDW seems to have a new .Coffman has been ill with the
flame. Could it be BSC of the flu.
Junior class? We hope 'this one 1 Mrs. Florence Palmer had
as
works for both of them.
her weekend guests Mr. and Mrs.
,MY had on very pretty flowers Cyr of Detroit.
Monday. Could anyone tell me
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Stephens
where she got them. Could TG of and family attended the singing
in Hickman Sunday,
UC sent them?
seems to have
DJP and PA
Mr. and Mrs, Ural Cupples of
TELEPHONE
gone in for Junior High Friday Memphis werethe weekend guests
night. Is that right WV and CK? of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams.
, MSH and SL seems to be -the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan
lest couple in the Freshman Class. visited Mr. and Mrs. John Irvan
FULTO1V'S NEWEST AND
Let's keep this up kids.
in Fulton Sunday.
FINEST-AMBULANCE
FG and JB have not been doMr. and, Mrs. C. E. Williams, J.
Frances Brown
ing so well lately but FG didn't S. Ladd and Kara Williams visit-MEMBERShe has been taking a commer- seem to mind Sat, night for she!ed Mr. and Mrs. Juston Nanney
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
cial Course _and is undecided seemed to be, having fun with awhile Sunday afternoon.
Adult Funerals from $99.50
The entire neighborhood was
DJP. Isn't that -right Frederica?
about college.
Does DGG have a crush on DR shocked and saddened Saturday
She lived in New Orleans for
morning when they heard of the
a short time and attended the or is it just "Puppy-Love?" Come
!sudden death of Mrs. Bobbie Lee
on Donna and give us a hint?
Marti gras.
Who was the boy PM had
al Vaughan at the home of her
Frances has red hair and blue
date with Sunday night? Let your daugher, Mrs.* Clarence French
eyes.
near Pilot Oak. We wish to exclassmates know about him.
I know that somewhere in lit- tend deepest sympathy to
the
SENIOR NEWS
family.
Why was AL so excited Easter tle SH there is room for a boyBettie
give
Ridgeway
visited Sue
morning? Come on Anne and let friend. Come on Shirley
Stephens awhile Sunday night.
some of the boys a chance.
us in on the secret.
Mrs.
Bettie
JW and TP have a hard time
Williams, Mr. and
Well as the story'goes "There
Mrs. C. E. Williams,
Mr. and
are strange
things happening finding a date now a.days. Now
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Reuel
everyday." CM who does your boys, if you would just ask someMoody
awhile
Sunday night.
heart belong to these days? Could one who isn't going with someOcie
Yates
ode like FG you could get one.
noticed
his dog
it be GR?
CS still goes with GL from playing with an
odd
looking
NS was all smiles Easter besomething
one
High.
Good
luek kids.
morning last week
cause WM from Martin spent the Junior
and
on
BB
Seems
have been
investigating found it was
SE and
day in Fulton.
lately. a lady's purse money and all beI hear BH was a little on the having a little trouble
longing
to Mrs. Jesse Jones. We
Hope
everything
works out ok
mad side Easter morning. BJG
think this dog really deserves a
NOW AVAILABLE EACH WEEK
would you clue us all us as to (by' MDW)
All of the Freshman were very can of the best dog food.
what it was about?
Those
visiting Mr. and Mrs.
morning when
U. S.
Pullorum
Passed
RH and TG have been getting happy Tuesday
Charlie Stewart awhile Sunday
along just fine these days. You they found out we were to get
out from Wed. to Mon. We thank were: Mrs. Irene Yates, Mr. and
all keep it up!
Mrs. C. E. Williams, Mrs. Bettie
AM and DC have been having the faculty for this vacation.
Also:
The Freshman class also wishes Williams, Kara Williams, Mr. and
BIG troubles lately. Everybody is
Arthur
wondering if these brawles are to hope "Dickson" owner of the Mrs. Ural Cupples and
Bulldog for a speedy recovery. Stuart.
going to be patched up.
That
We
hope
he
will
not
be
in
the
BMJ and NS are still seeing a
Jot of each
other. I guess the hoebital long.
Good,
flame is still burning.
Miss Barbara Homra, a student
AP and GRP don't know what
SWIFT'S
of Lindenwood College, St. Charbeing alone is because
where
les, Mo., returned Wednesday to
there is one there's the other.
FEED
Mrs. C. E. Williams
!college after spending the Easter
• MAB was in good spirits about
Hibbs received
Mrs. Sarah
two weeks ago and from fhat I've word last week that her sister, holidays with her parents. Mr
been told, BW from Georgia Tech Mrs. M. J. Tate at Weatherford, and Mrs. F. A. Homra on Norman
!street.
Wad a little to do with it.
Okla., had passed away. We exMr. and Mrs. Shawie
Noffel
Why is CS in such a hurry to tend our sympathy, to the bereavand children, Sandra and Eddie.
find John C. from Union City? I ed family.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack Naifeh and lithear it's abut a little escapade
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Parrish
tle son. Johnny, of Portageville.
that took place Friday night.
visited Frank Parrish and
Mr.
411 Ea't
Fulton
Mo.,
were
Sunday guests of their
CP who was that darling red and Mrs. Billy Parrish the first
headed boy that you met at the of last week. The same attended parents, Mr. and Mts. John Noffel
and
other
relati.e;.
Sharon skating' rink.
Ah yes, a big Her-ford cattle sale near PaG. A. Legg is a patint in the
Love at first sight.
• ducah. Later in the week Frank
Baptist
Hospital.
MrF. Legg is
Parrish accompanied Dr. and Mrs.
. JUNIOR NEWS
Parrish to visit with relatives attending his bedside.
Misses
Helen
and
Cita Maddox
Did we see DC with his old in Miss.
flame AM Sunday night? , Will
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Kindred of Nashville were Easter. ,gi.,eits
they-get 'iack on the steady beam drove to Sharon, Tenn., Wed/161- of their mother, Mrs. E. G. Mador will they remain Ike they are' day afternoon to visit with Mr.
THIS FULA-SIZE, TOP QUALITY
.at's this we hear about ` DC and Mrs. John
Kindred. Mr.
stepping in on 11W
Concerning Kindred has been ill for the past
Dolores Jolley from SF, Picking week.
them young aren't you Dan?
Those that
drove to • Paris,
MF was seen with GEE Sunday Tenn., Tuesday night to see the'
night. ,
old time square dance contests
EiSJ seems to be having a hard in the Paris school building were:
time making up her mind. First Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Williams„
it was WR then Charles King. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams, Mr.
Wonder which one her heart be- and Mrs. Darell Wray, Mr. and
longs to?
Mrs. Carl Foster and
daughter, I
SAB and "Pretty Boy" seem to Shelby Gean.
be doing ok for themselves in the
Mrs. Clarence Dean Williams '
way of going together.
has been ill for the past few days
RA was one of the lucky girls with an infected mouth.

School News

grade.
She has worked at Evans Drug
Co., for 2/
1
2 years. Her favorite
sport is baeball, her hobby perfumed and favorite subjects are
bookkeeping and Jerry Cursey.

dox on Cedar Street.
Miss Ann Stone, a student of
Murray College and Paul Stone,
a student of Phillips University,
Okla., have returned
to
college after spending the Easter
holidays with their parents, Rev.

and Mrs. Perry L Stone GB #111ings Street.
Mrs. Marion Jones, Mrs. Jack
the
Foster and Lanetta spent
day with Mrs. Pete Foster Tuesday.

Your Car Needs a
Spring Tonic, to

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Swift's Baby Chicks

GET A

rUNE-UP
r:/(7/i
Get new car pep and power after sluggish Winter driving with a guaranteed and complete motor tune-up! Factory methods.., skilled mechanics!

'SUN" MOTOR TESTING EQUIPMENT for
a SCIENTIFIC analysis, takes the guesswork
out of tuning a motor. Our wheel balancing
machine will save tire wear and clipping.
Ste are equipped to do any job up to a complete motor over
haul. We can also replace your present motor with a new one
from the factory. OUR EXPERIENCED, DEPENDABLE
MECHANICS are your guarantee of satisfaction.

WE HAVE A FEW CLEAN RECONDITIONED
USED CARS. SEE THEM BEFORE YOU BUY!

PERSONALS

Fulton Route Three

SIIIP,FTS HATCHERY

Eudget

Special!

1950

KING MOTOR Co.
Sales-CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH-Service
111 Carr Street

Phone 1214

Falba, ELY.

-FASTEST

GROWTH p
EVER

GE

HEARING
AIDH
Smaller, Lighter, Finer

Report Millions Who Fed
PURINA STARTENA
CHECKER-ETTS
This year, see for yourself the big

bodies, sturdy legs, and fast feathering Startena Checker-Etts help produce Come in today for Startena
Checker-Etts.

than the tiniest previous Bolton*
At last ... electronic science brings
YOU a new. better way to HEAR
AGAIN with amazing ease and clarity! Try the wonderful new 1950
heater-than-ever Behone.
Acm'aly 26%
smaller. 16%
lighter than the smallest Belton* ever
made before! Yet more powerful than
the previous larger Beltone!

NEW! Super Comfort

Place Your Order With Us Today For

NMI High in Fidelity
'Uses you new clear ,one for greater listening pleasure, better understanding.

(

EARLY DELIVERY

NO BUTTON SHOWS IN EAR
-thanks to the Beltone Phantornold,
an Lilted:: transparent, almost invisible
new device.
•

CHICKS ARE NOW AVAILABLE

NEW FREE BOOK
Just off the press! Profusely
illustrated. Tells all the amanna facts about new
discoveries to help deaf
hear. Come in.phone or
inail coupon today for
ysitr FREE copy.

$10 DOWN
$2.11 per wk.
Now Every Family
Full Price S189.9!
Can Enjoy the Big
Advantages of Electric Cooking!
You'll never find a bigger, better buy ). 1,1100MOWWKAffiffiltignoRSISIWW4
than this oriel__
1
-a By the Meicers of
America's leading
We offer you A genuine 1950 Hotpoint I.
Range at a marketElectric Ranges
•
shAtter,
on the easi- • DEEPWELL COOKER
se7'''
in
town!
est
All the joys of
•CAIRO!). UNITS
cook
•HI SPEED BROILER
lectrically can be yours, yet
• 1-PIECE STEEL BODY
your , •-',tet will hardly notice the 3
•PORCELAIN FINISH
differ( .ce! Cons. in and judge for
vi
iiittliiiiiummiffiloholmagegogniammatimmai4

1;Qtfa1J1t
BENNETT ELECTRIC

Lou io

Phone 201

FOR THE FINEST -FIRST!

Main Street

at SAVINGS
-that will amaze nu!

11>

Get our prices, and see our quality
before you buy your
NEW
1950

SEED FOR- SPRING SEEDING

MONO-PAC Model "Ai"
One-Unit Hearing Aid

A VACATION...•bust-

OW RT
FRESH-TESTED BATTERIES
Viness trip! Wherever
All Makes
Spring calls you, Grey9.00 16.20
hound takes ydel,_,,Seattle, Wash. 43.70 IM.70
Mall us your battery orders
sleep-cushioned comfort, S. F., Calif.
7.75 13.95
36.90 66.50 Chicago, Di.
We pay postage
along blossom-bright
highways. Relax-with. Phoenix, Ariz. 33.05 59.55 Jackson, Miss. 6.35 11.45 Write for home demonstration.
6.70 12.10 NO COST - NO OBLIGATION
driving strain or park- Boston, M. • 23.55 42.40 Atlanta, Ga.
ing worries, as you roll B'port, Co,,. 20.60 37.10 Cin., Ohio
5.75 10.35
along highway routes that
0. A. Roland
reach all 48 states, into Providencc, RI. 22.90 41.25 Louisville, Ky. 5.30 9.65
18.05 32.50 Indian'polis, Ind 6.65 12.00 314,2 Broadway, Paduah, Ky.
Canada,down to Mexico! Miami, Fla.
Please visit our new offices.
Enjoy' convenient well- Wash, DC
5.15 9.30
15.05 27.10 B'ham, Ala.
timed schedules and save Charieston, SC 11.90 21:45 St. Louis, Mo. 3.80 6.85
as you go-by GREYFREE BOOK - MAIL COUPON
Roanoke, Va. 10.50 18.90 Memphis, Tenn. 250 4.50
HOUND!
2.70 4.90
Milwaukee, W. 9.50 17.10 N'ville, Term.
I
Bettone Hearing Service
Union Bus Bristol, Va. 8.05 14.50 Jackson, Tenn. 1.20 2.20 314' 2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.

Station

Charlotte, NC

9.90 17.85 Paducah, Ky.

4th & Carr Phone 44

1.00

(Plus U. S. Tax)

1.80

I
I

Send me NUE booklet that tells howl can
hear with NO BUTTON in my ear.
Name

We have the following;
Red top, Timothy, orchard grass, Blue grass, Rye grass.
Kentucky 31 Fescue (certified and non-certified); Spring oats,
Ladino (certified and non-certified); Red clover, sweet clover,
Al.ike,iSweet sudan grtss. White Dutch, Kobe, Korean, Serecia
and Alfalfa.

PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR

SEED CORN & FERTILIZER
FOR EARLY DELIVERY

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
Custom Seed Cleaning
409 cof.trr.F. ST

Custom Grinding- and Mixing
PHONE 620

Address

GREYHOUND

Town

'tste

YOUR STORE WITH 1141 CHECKERBOARD SIGN

I 111 •• IN•••

C
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• NI •• IN 111

Tax
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Friday, April 14, 1960
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Justin Attebery Elected
Head of Sportsmens' Group

JUST A COUPLE OF STRANGE BEDFELLOWS
NAMED JOE
•

-

Homemakers Prepare For
Home Demonstration W

year will }mu please get in lestch
with some member of the emuranter in your locality and offer
your article for display?

Wife: That new couple next
door seems very devoted; he kissWill Caldwell of Hickman, secre=III
es her every time
they
meet.
tary; Ernest Fall, Jr., .of Fulton,
• Fulton County
Homemakers Why don't you do that?"
interest in a service station
assistant secretary and
in are preparing to
Elmer
celebrate NaHusband: I don't know her well
Clinton
Murchison of Hickman, treasurer.
tional
Home
Demonstration
Week enough yet.
Norman Terry and J. A. WillingMrs. Cecil Binford and two
ham were elected directors of the
grand-daughters, Janice and Joy- April 30 to May 6 by showing
ce spent Tuesday afternoon with work they have done this year in
Fulton District.
Mrs. Lyndle Hicks.
Build up YOUR SOIL with
Directors from
Hickman inHome Furnishing. Exhibits will
- Mr. and Mrs. Will Clark, Lecluded Clyde Linder, G. B. Terbe shown in Cayce, Fulton and
rett.
born and Miss Lively of Bowling
Hickman. The emphasis wig be
Green, Ky., wer4, Sunday visitors
V. W. Mitchell and Paul Westreseated
furniturel
refinished
pheling of Fulton and J. T. Howin the home of Mr. and Mrs. Will
Mrs.
chairs and hooked rugs.
Best.
Mr.
Best
is
ard'OrHickman
much improved Charles Adams, County Home
were named as a
Makes
at
this
publicity
writing
but
still taking Furnishing
committee.
your work
Leader is General
treatments at the Fulton Hospit- Chairman. She is also chairman
A splendid chicken dinner, serlighter
al.
ved by the 4-H Club, was well
of the Cayce committee, which
THE
Mrs. John Howell, Mrs. Art includes Mrs. Billy
attended by
members
from
McGehee,
Brawner and John Howell, Jr., Mrs. Harvey Bondurant, and
Cayce, Fulton and 'Hickman.
ROCK PHOSPHATE
spent Tuesday in Paducah.
The principal speaker of the
Mrs. W. B. Sowell.
Particles so *nal ground
The WSCS
occasion was Norman Terry and
of the
Wesley.,
IRONER
chairman
Oliver
is
Kash
Mrs.
they look like face powder
church met at the church last
his subject was "Conservation of
$119.•3feed each tiny root hair
Serving
exhibits.
the
Fulton
of
low monthly
Lind and Wild Life."
Tuesday for their regular meet- '
with nature's richest source
fly-".
with her on the committee are
mg.
James Hibbs, secretary of the
of
natural
phosphate.
women; Mrs.
the following
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
BENNETT ELECTRIC Junior Sportsman's Club, gave a
'Va. It costs little or no soore
-R.prioted fr,,m "W,ohln.ton Evosing Star.
Wright
Raymond
Harry
Mrs._
Hancock,
-1- get the fisely prirderd rock;
217 Main
visited Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mcfine report on the activities of
Fulton
Harrison, Mrs. Frank Stroud and
just insismos the FOUR LtAF
Daniel Tuesday afternoon.
- his club. He stated that the Jun- itola McAlister.
Mrs.
Clyde
Corum.
brand kir Amick remits.
41.11...110.0m,
Hefford Duke, who is a patient
ior members are helping farmers
Poyminabier las Ilhol
;T
The Hickman committee is Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewayn Webb in the Veterans Hospital, is im111.1ss
116••••••• Plhomplbeie Compswq,
to rid this area of red foxes at and son,
Middleton, Chairman,
Claude
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wright proving.
Ka &Nola Illowtowl.ft., Chasm's 3.IL
farms which are overrun by the
Mrs. Parke Wheeler, Mrs. Leonow woo year lewd dodo.
of Murray spent the wekend with
foxes. He also stated that
his their
ard Shuff, Mrs. Guy Barnett, and
parents
and
attended
club is planting trees and shrubs church at
Mrs. L. B. Abernathy'.
Wesley Sunday mornAUSTIN & AUSTIN
for food and protection of wild ing.
If you have lamp shades, wired
SEED CONSTANT
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Powell of lamps, newly framed
life. This year they plan to plant
pictures,
Miss Alla Mai Howell of Mad- Memphis spent the Easter holiCayce, Ky.
Phone 17
40,000 shrubs and
trees,, if the
refinished
furniture or hooked
isonville, Ky., spent the weekend days with her parents, Mr. and
farmers ask for them.
rugs that you
have
made
this
with home folks and
attended
Members of the senior
club, service at Wesley Sunday morn- Mrs:Walter Evans.
Mrs. Mary Hughes Watson
of
who sponsor the
Junior club, ing.
Benton, Ill., spent Easter with
were pleasantly surprised at the
Miss Martha Stephens was the her
mother,
Mrs.
Malcolm
amount of work the
boys had
Miss
Bettie Chambers.
done and planned to give them Sunday guest of
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Hitchcock
White.
ill aid necessary.
We were glad to have
Mrs. and daughter, Dee Ann of KarT It is planned to have
three
nak, Ill., were Easter guests of
meetings of the club each year at Kernie Hicks and son, Mrs. How- her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
which times there will also be a ard Hicks and two boys of Ful- Graham.
"feed". Fulton, Cayce and Hick- ton at the Wesley church Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Harrison
Depot Street
man, each in turn have a meet- morning.
"Buck Bushart"
Fulton
A great many from here went and little daughter, Joanna, of
ing at intervals of four months.
Memphis were Easter guests of
The next
will be at to Hickman Sunday to the sing- her mother, Mrs.
meeting
John
sssarff
Owens.
ing convention.
Hickman on or about July 1.
Oscar
Weatherspoon is right Mr. Harrison returned home Sunday but Mrs. Harrison and little
sick.
BEELERTON NEWS
Porter Lewis, who
has boon daughter remained until Wednesday.
real sick, is improved.
Mrs. Gobie Wright
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Driskill, who
A. G. Wynne, Special Tax Collector of Fulton County, KenMrs. Walter McDaniel is doing
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Binford
have been living in Paducah, arvery
well
but
tucky ,ill on Monday, April 17, 1950, beginning at the hour ef 1:30 and daughter, Janice, went
is
not
able
to
be
to
rived in Fulton Saturday to make
P. M. Central Standard Time, at the North door of the ('ourt House Nashville Friday where
Janice out.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Wright's their home. They moved to the
in the city of Hickman, County of Fulton, State of Kentucky, sell goes regularly for treatment tor
Cequin
Apartment on Walnut
the following tax claims listed each tax gayer as follows: the number polio. She is improving nicely new great grandson will be call- street.
ed
Thomas
Floyd.
He
is
the
son
of
each
oh
tax receipt, amount of the taxes lorsthe year of 1949, to- and soon will be fitted with a leg
Miss Elizabeth Ann Roper, a
Mr. and Mts. Ray Weiser of LomDEALERS in FULTON, CAYCE, HICKMAN AND
gether with penalty, advertising and sheriff's fee. These delinquent brace.
student of the
University
of
bard,
Ill.
His
mother
is
RIVES, TENN.(PHONE 2411)
the
forMrs.
Helen
entertained
Bostick
tax claims when sold become a lien upon the property described on
Missouri,
Columbus,
Mo.,
has remer Charlotte Nell Wrgiht.
-OR BUY DIRECT 5111.0Mthe face of each tax bill and are subject to 12 per cent per annum her son, Rickie, with an Easter
turned
to
school
after
spending
The people of this
neighboregg hunt Saturday, afternoon. The
and cost.
the holidays with her
Route 1, Fulton.
parents.
little filks had a great time and hood are all enthused over the Mr. and Mrs.
Lawson
Roper
(Middle Road) Thome 1093-J
on
prospects of the new telephone
found lots of eggs.
West Street.
Most
Mrs. Mattie Marchman contin- system coming through.
everyone has signed up. We have ues real sick.
Nosissss.
Special Tax Collector
Mr. and Mrs. Art Brawner and had no phones for the past severdaughter of Kansas City, Mo., al years and we certainly need
MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT No. 1
FULTON
them.
Tax Receipt No.
Name
Amount are visiting her mother, Mrs. LilDavis Lee
Dixon is teaching
lie Bostick and other relatives.
(White)
Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Clapp and veterans agriculture classes over
at
Clinton.
He drives over from
144
Birmingham, Reed
,16.95 three children , were Sunday afhome each day.
254
Bruce, Silas
84.7F ternoon visitors of Mr_ and Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Selmo Conn were
322
Cardwell, Edd
14.70 Leon Wright.
visitors in the
Leon
Mr. and Mrs. Paschell Dockery recent
370
Cheatham, Billy Joe
6.71
Wright
home.
372
Cheatham, James
10.09 and Billie had as their Sunday
Ray
Pharis
has
bought
one
half I
373
Cheatham, J. P.
18.17 dinner guests Rev. and Mrs. Mc402
Cohn, Mrs. Blanche
256.03 Minn and son.
Joe Dixon of Murray spent the
418
Collins, Ben
8.47
weekend with home folks and
478
Crossland, Thomas 11L87
attended the singing in Hickman.
499
Davania, Ethel
29.40
-SeeMiss Charlotte McNeely of the
511
Davis, R. N.
42.45 University of Kentucky at LexT.
H.
"Tom"
Cowden
598
Etheridge, Morris
4.75 ington is spending her Easter vaPhone 1597 Union City, Tenn
692
Gardner, C. L.
73.51 cation with her mother, Mrs. Cap.'Hastings, S. H. & Gusts
853
44.34
905
Holderfield, James
24.40
Champion stallion Tennessee Walking Horse, Shelbyville.
917
Holliday, Sid
27.5q
942
Hood, Kirby
8.20
Tenn., 1942, 1943, 1944. Best stallion show record of all times.
Howard, Ernest
954
8.20
1059
Kelly, John
THE GREATEST BREEDING SON OF WILSON ALLEN
55.53
Kelly, J. E.
1060
10.11
His get has command top prices both at public auction and priMack, Mrs. Sula & Walter Puckett 26.67
1197
vate sales. A chestnut stallion, he was sired by Wilson's Allen
1204
Madding, Jack
30.02
350075 by Roan Allen F-38. His dam, Majory B. Allen.. by Hall
1268
Moore, 0. A.
45.57
Allen by Allen F-1.
1277
Morris, L. D.
43.08
Owen, Henry
1382
19.41
Parrott, H. B.
1376
6.35
Rogers, L. A.
1482
27.52
Shelton, W. E.
1536
105.62
Cash at time of servce. Return privilege through 1950.
Smith, Mattie S.
1572
37.51
Stennett, J. E.
1598
33.05 • Wide, deep flat tread gives
Stratton, R. D.
1609
27.45
more traction ...greater
draw-bar pull!
Stratton, Walter Lee
1610_
5.12
Terry, C. T.
1630
41.86 • Self-cleaning tread means no
corners for mud to stick in...
Vickery, J. B. & C. E.
21.93
1893
always grips ground surface!
A double grandson of Wilson's Allen; a great grandson of Roan
Walters, Sam
6.96 • No danger of lugs giving under
1717
Allen
F-38, in sire and dam.
Minnie
Mrs.
Winstead,
18.44
1803
the stress of tough going.
Firmly anchored by center
Workman, Lee & Martha
22.56
1819
This stallion has blood lines that are second to none. His conforrib to dig in!
Workman, Paul
71.19
1820
• Reinforced cushion under
mation is excellent and his habits are smooth and true. Ed Wil(Colored)
treads distributes shocks evenly!
Anderson, John, Estate
51.22 • La:ex-soaked
son
is a rich chestnut and can walk with the best. His get are
1843
cord insures
Dunn, Otto
107.58
1872
years of real service!
great show colts as the records prove, and they command good
6.96 • See th‘ Atlas Lug Grip,..
Kenny, Will Allen
1902
prices when offered for sale. He is the sire of Rose City tr.
at the 4tlas sign!
8.20
Kerney, W. A.
1903
champion
mare at celebration. Shelbyville, 1949.
Alexander
Mathis,
Lula
16.95
1917
Patterson, Cornelius
18.17
1941
Patterson, Cornelius
18.17
1942
56.41
Patton, Mose, Jr.
1944
27.63
Patton, Mose Profit, Sr.
1946
Cash at time of service. Return privilege through 195C
13.18
Payne, Loy
1946
16.92
Scales, Omy
1955
15.66
Van Buren, Rich
1912
Every care and attention is devoted to visiting mares but we
lp.72
Wallace, Berry Estate
1974
5 74
cannot be responsible for accidents.
Waters, Hazel
1978
26.41
Wright, J. Porter
1985
0•

Iv

•

r
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meeting
At a dinner
held
Thursday evening of last week at
Cayce high school the
Fulton
County Sportsman's Club held its
annual election which resulted as
follows:
• Justin Attebery of Cayce was
elected president of the senior
club for the next
year; Care
Hastings of Fulton, vice presdent
,
-

Mai/4

ICED _ WINES -

for
,ork
.ing

aver• one
ht.F.

Ell

oats,

Vet',

rcia

IS

PERSONALS

WHISKEY

RUM

GIN

LIQU'piS

KY. CERTIFIED SEED

DRIVE-IN LIOUOR STORE

CORN Vilia

$

SALE FOR TAXES

00

Per
Bushel

Charles E. Wright

A. G. WYNNE

TWO

Great Stallions

NA LOANS

PRESENTED AT STUD 1950
OLD WILSON'S ACE 410981

RUGGED
...you bet...that's the

ATLAS LUG GRIP:
TRACTOR TIRE!

FEE $50.00

ED WILSON 411113

FEE $30.00

LODGESTON
MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT No. 2
(White)
Doughty, Mary S.
2042
Vance, J. A.
2157
MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT No. 2
(White)
Alexander, Jim
2207
Attebery, J. M.
2223
Fry, Charlie
2320
Graham, John I.
2331
Johnson, Mrs. Dola
2364

2.57
11\85

IT PAYS TO BREED TO THE BEST

ATLAS

Charles Lowery

TIRES • BATTERIES • ACCESSORIES

CAYCE
15.38
26.52
4.13
31.10
14.65

E. J. McCOLLUM
-AGENTSTANDARD OH, BULK Pl. ANT
PHONE 41
FULTON

•

JOHN HART STABLES. TROY ROAD
Telephone 1505-W

Union City

Friday, April
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CLASSIFIED ADS
BUY—SELL—IsIRE—RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 50e)
Each Succeeding Insertion lYae
per word.
We will be glad to help yon
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.
_
WELLS DRILLED* Pumps in
304
Co.
stalled. Parks Drilling
Paschall Street. Martin Highway, Fulton, Ky. Phone.1383.

SEE US FOR YOUR PHONORECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
playing'. Sport Center. 324 Walnut, Fulton, Ky.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models,'$124.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
Fulton, Ky.
SEWING MACHINE, Singer, for
sale or trade. Repairs and parts
for all makes. Phone 85, Fulton.

Our used cars are cars
• you will be proud
to own
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Used Car Lot
Phone 183

109 Church

Fulton, Hy.

Billy C. Fry
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Graddy.
there is a- brand new auto in his 1 Mrs. Davis of Cincinnati, Ohio, ,
garage, as well as a new one in , Betty Ann Davis of Lexington. I Mr and Mrs. George Robert
Owensboro, Ky.,
the garage of his aunt and uncle, Mesdames Ida
Thompson and Vittnow of
Mr. and MrS. *Wilmer Wallace Kate Brown and Mr. and Mrs. spent Saturday night and Sunday
right across the street. Incident-'Ernest Cardwell and family.
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lowe.
a y, sne
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt,
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Loy, Mr.
portent part of Jerry's life, so Mesdatnes Gussie Browder, Roy
Mrs. Monroe Doogen and son,
much so that the Mathes have! Bard, and Leslie • Nugent spent and
David of Jackson, Tenn. ,spent
installed an inter-communicatice Wednesday in Memphis.
the Weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
system in the two home, so that
Isum Conner.
when Jerry wants to talk to his
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McMirion
PIERCE STATION
aunt or uncle, all he has to do is
and daughter, L T. McCree of
flip a switch and there they are I There was a nice
crowd at Fulton and Amos Hay of LynnYou'd think that maybe Jerry , Chapel Hill Sun. for the regular ville spent Sunday
with Mrs,.
would get a little spoiled at all
Lillie McCree. Sunday afternoon
a
Johnson's
Grove
At
service.
the attention. He isn't, far from
Misses Lola and
Sunday visitors were
attended
crowd
it. He's the most thoughtful fel- nice
enjoyed Ruby Griffin -of Harris.
kiddies
the
and
School
keeps
low you ever saw, and
Mr. and Mrs. Tobe McDaniel
hunt after Sunday
happy all the time an Easter egg
everybody
of Harris community spent SunSchool.
with his own cheerful philosphy
with his sister, Mrs. Kelly
Mrs:Tom Brown of Providence, day
of life.
,
French and Mr. French.
and
Lawson
children,
Soy
Mrs.
returned from
It was on a very pretty Spring Leroy and Helen of Sturgis, Ky., Edd Hay has
Jerry
is improving at
day that we met young
their Jones Clinic and
spent the weekend with
Carver. There he was at the front t,parents, Mr. and Mrs. Riley his home on Route Four.
Algie Hay is on the sick list.
door just taking in all that good- Smith.
ness, never for a moment comMr. and Mrs. Lytle Logen and
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. lipey of
plaining that he couldn't be out
with the fellows. It is there that family of Detroit spent the week- Racine, Wis., were Easter guests
Mr.
Clarence
and, Mrs.
of their daughter, Mrs. C. H. Mcwe hope we'll fined Jerry on many end with
Daniel and family on
Norman
more pretty days, for we're going Vickery.
Mrs. Cornelius Robey of Union Street. Mr. Riley returned home
back to see him, ever so often,
spent
Friday of last Monday and Mrs. Riley remained
City
we hope.
week with her,sister, Mrs. Claude for a longer visit.

ONCE CILVEZ 8
COMMONWEALTH OF
Watch and clock repairing •
ment aFiR5f
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF
Prompt service
Eta% so9swam
HIGHWAYS NOTICE TO
All work guaranteed
CONTRACTORS
Sure 'Tis Spring - Phone 455
Sealed bids will be received by
113 Washington Street
(Continued from page One)
at
Highways
Across from the telephone office the Department of
MEETING: and Kenneth drove to Paducah
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky REGULAR LODGE
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure to , Sunday tiS visit their son, Ernest.
Andy Collins. Booneville, Ind.
until 10:00 A. M. Central Standattend. Loyal Order of Moose, ' They visited Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Catcher:
ard Time on the 28th day of
came
they
as
:Mohler and Brenda
212 Church Street, Fulton.
Toby Fisher, Ft. Gibson, Okla.
April, 1950, at which time bids
back through Mayfield. Mr. Moh- Infielders:
"
will be publicly opened and read WHY NOT BUILD YOU a HOME ler is
ill.
Ned Waldrop, Charlotte, N,*..0
for the improvement of:
'..
Four room 24 x 24 frame house
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Casey, Mr. Tex Brown, Maud, Texas.
FULTON COUNTY, SP 38-187. low as $2,200..No job too small or
and Mrs. Harry Yates, Mr. and
Carl Ashford (Reports in June)
Friday - Saturday : SP 38-27 The Hickman - Fulton large for us to contract. C. C. Mrs. T. C. House, Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Erickson, Brooklyn.
Road from KY 125, 4.0 miles Locke, Dukedom, Tenn.
0. F:Taylor from this vicinity atPaul Dondero.
South of Hickman, to KY 127
BIG DOUBLE
tended Mrs. Vaughan's funeral Outfielders:
North of Jordan and The JordanTOSH
W.
J.
DR.
Sunday afternoon.
T-H-R-L-L-L-L-L
Pete Peterson, Fulton.
Cayce-Moscow Road from HickRalph
Brawner, McKenzie,
Mrs. Wayne
Work and Rita
man County Line to Tennessee
plus
Specialist
Eyesight
visited Mrs. Virginia Owen one Tenn.
State Line, 11.729 miles. BituminCartoon - Comedy
Bohna, E.
Millsboro,
John
day last week.
Fulton
ous surfacing, Class C-1; Bank 206 Main St.
er•-;N 1.10 CoRCE Y..BOWERY at
gravel base.
(Across from Bennett
Lloyd Roberts is slowly. im- Penna.
Robt. Kahelin, Centerville,
FULTON-HICKMAN COUNT- ,
Drug Store)
proving. Mr. and Mrs. Chester
IES. SP 38-67. SP 53-49 The FulOwen and girls visited iA
the Mass.
- ,81,0AIPE TE
Ivan Kuester (Mgr. Evansville)
ton - Fulgham - Kirbytown Road AUTO GLASS installed while home Sunday. Other
visitors
pyivAhli
you wait. Satisfaction guaran- were:
Tabor, Marion, Ky.
from US 45, 1000 feet Northeast
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Mitchell,
Glass.
and
Paint
Fulton
tecu
iii / YU AM RUM
of Fulton to Nichols Store, 12.632
Linda Moore and Ronnie, Mr. and
909.
Phone
Cc.
miles. Bituminous Surface, Class
Mrs. Harry ,McClain and Bobby.
- PALESTINE
C-1, Bank Gravel Base.
Spinet, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates and
PIANOS, brand- new
WHITE SAVAGE
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
The attention of prospective
are
Mr.
Oliver
Taylor.
and Mrs.
any finish, $465.00; these
with
Mr. and Mrs. Gussie Browder
bidders is called to the prequaliMr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor and
regular $600, pianos with full
JOHN
SABU
MARIA fication requirements, and necesused Harold visited his brother near and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Browkeyboards. Guaranteed
HALL
mONTEZ sity of securing certificate
der attended the singing convenof
pianos, 895.00 up. Free deliv- Mayfield Sunday.
tion in Hickman Sunday.
eligibility, the special provisions
Edwards, on 6th
ery. Harry
Helen King of Bowling Green,,
covering subletting or assigning
Street (in front of the Court- Even Life - -.
Ky.. spent Easter with her parSUN. - MON. - TUES. the contract- and the Departhouse), Paducah, Ky.
ents, Mr: and Mrs. Percy King.
ment's regulation which prohib(Continued from Page One)
Mrs. Emma Outland was
a
its the issuance of proposals after A CARD OF APPRECIATION •
I want to express my deep and for hours just watching the world weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
4:30 P. M. on the day preceding
sincere appreciation to each of go by. He has
the opening of bids. ,
hundreds
of Robert Watts and attended the
NOTE: A PURCHASE CHARGE you who mailed cards of sym- friends who visit with him often <inging convention at Hickman I
Hospital, and so keen is his sense of hear- Sunday.
OF $10.00 WILL BE MADE FOR pathy to the Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Bard and
I EACH PROPOSAL. REMITE- and Memphis Hospital during my ing that he can be sitting at.the
' ANCE MUST ACCOMPANY RE- illness.
door and knew the person
ap- Mrs. A. M. Browder visited Rev.
There shall
always remain a proaching from almost a block and Mrs. L B. Counsil and sons
QUESTS FOR THE PROPOSAL
in Hickman Sunday afternoon. '
FORMS. REFUNDS WILL NOT tender spot in my heart for each away, without seeing them.
BE MADE FOR ANY REASON. of you. Again, thanking you and
Judy Hoodenpyle silent Sunday
Jerry hsurta
little
trouble
friendship sleeping too, but while the rest with Mary Lou ar,r1 Annit Ruth
Further information, bidding /assuring you of .my
proposals, et cetera, will be fur- and appreciation, I am sincerely of the city knocks off forty winks, Hardy and attertAel the Faster
nished upon application to the your friend, P. C. FORD.
he just listens to the quiet sounds egg hunt at Liberty.
Mr. and Mn. Warren ThompFilinkfort Office. The right is reof the niffht and keeps himself
served to reject any and all bids.
amused by identifying the autos son.and family of Clinton visited
2
RT.
DUKEDOM
DF^ARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
as they pass the house. Often af- Ed Thompson and Mr. and Mrs.!
Joyce Taylor
ter a sleepier - night, he will tell Robert Thompson and Rita SunJane Owen visited Anna Marie his mother, "Mr. So-and-So came day.
Political Announcements
Bivins Tuesday night.
home &bout midnight last night."' Mr. and Mrs. Dewey •Nelsq4,
The Hews ls authoemed to an- 'Mrs. Ruthie Wray and
family I The person probably lives two :spent East.tr with Mr. and Mrs.'
nounce the candidacy of the fol- were the Sunday guests of Mr.
hlocks away but
Jerry
just Hrtrolel Pewitt and son, Harry.
lowing,subject to the action of and
Sunday guest of Mr. and Mr.
. Arthur T. Hicks.
knows
the
sound
his
of
auto
and
the Tennessee Democratic PriMr. and Mrs. Beckham Vaugh- can tell immediately the identity Lewis Thompson were: Mr. and
mary to be held on Thursday, an, Charles, Dorothy and Johnnaafis, Jr., and ,
ilfrg. Shelby
of the driver.
August 3, 1950:
nie visited her parents, Mr. and
And does that young
fellow daughter Of Shelbyville, Ky.,
of
Mrs. Morrison of Mo., over the like to drive, and is he lucky, for Mrs. Grace Grizzle, mother
For U. S. Representative weekend
-8
(Ninth Congressional District)
Saturday night visitors of Mr.
Mrs. J. P. Owen and girls
WED. - THURS.
Robert A.(Fats)Everett I Nickwere Mr. and Mrs. Rube StanSEE US FOR YOUR - - - WANTED SHARECROPPER — field, Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
A(41'4'1, fp; I
who can drive
tractor, will and Joyce.
MTS. Punch Vaughan died very
Share in potato and
tobacco '
morning at
crops Wand hire to me on corn suddenly Saturday
and other crops.
References the home of her daughter, Mrs.
needed. E. C. Lowery, Fulton, Clarence French. Funeral servi' }
NEARTSNEAK ,
Red Top, Timothy, Rye Grass, Fescue, Ladino (lover, Write
ces were
held at the
,
Good
ING MISTAKE ,'
Route 3.
Dlitch, Red Clover, Sweet Clover; Spring Oats; Korean Jap,
Springs Presbyterian
Church
1
Kobe, Serieea, etc.
Sunday
afternoon
at
ORM° •'..."
2:30
conduc'I
5.00 PER WEEK
ted by Rey. Fleming.
SOYBEANS: McCoupin, 5-1110, Ogden, Arksays, Black Tarheel
A
I
Mrs. Sol MWs of Detroit vsitand Virginia Browns.
ed Mrs. Evie Mitchell Monday.
4 Si U0f
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor were
HYBRID SEED CORN: Edward J. Funk and Sons, Funk's G
204 Plain
and Broadbent hybrids.
Phone 55 In Mayfield on business Tuesday.
4.
,
'
.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Rowland

4.°
1,5 'Ali New 1950
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FRIGIDAIRE
7: Nome
Appliances
Come in! See them!

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut.
§treet

Fulton

DOTTY 9110P VALUES!.1111111.W.

DOTTY
''''

S
.

AT TIANENCOUS SAVINGS!!

We Want To Buy Your Old Shoes!
them (regardless of condition)
on the purchase of any one of 18
styles of the following well-known
$1.00
brands.
for

We will give
VOU

ROBLEE • W. L. DOUGLAS • CLASTON •STATLER
• HOLLAND-RAONE • STANWELL • CEDAR CREST

u Pitm en
Sw

SUITS
TOPPERS

Swift'sNur

Authorised dealers

home needs. Good stocks.

88
.
$13

DRESSES
All new dresses ... In crepes
. . and prints ... prices
have been slashed almost in
half to move them fast . . .
at these two low price
groups.

SHOP
COMpOrE:

with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Our only requirement in this liberal offer

We have a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing and Metal Roofing.

Wear your old shoes into our shop!

4 Main Street

SEE OUR WINDOWS—SHOP OUR S'

All Kinds Of

We can sweeten it

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

I.

Sizes 9 So 15 owl 10 So 141

LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING

s
Fulton

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

Groceries ---
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for

HAND'k'S PAINTS
Se us for your farm and

do:
go!
th(
of

If you waited ... you will
save plenty. Fine suits and
toppers ... made be sell
up to 19.98 . . . in gabardine
... coverts ... and checks.

All kinds of
GARDEN SEEDS
Bulk or package. New pack!

sell
dul
hoc
Cot
mai
out
we,
cen
wet
hos
pin
etc
stu
his
t ha
eta

tic
Mi

Earle Hotel

We Sell
SURGE MILKERS
Installed and in operation
In three hours.

auti
Sun

thi

Colon Gray'
Charles 'Bickford
ffcli,)17,Gifford
RANK ,4*; ,
1 ! I.I

SEEDS for Spriiig Planting
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Values To $15—Shop Early For lest
Selections—Sizes 9th 15-12 to 20
4‘11111 OPEN A DOTTY BUDGET ACCOUNT imp

tl

